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�is book is more or less a monograph on Con�ict-Sensitive Journalism 
where three case studies have been carried out and reported in order to 
establish how con�ict-sensitive journalism practice has been in Nigeria. �e 
main �ndings indicate that there is a lot yet to be done if we must make news 
reportage of con�icts not only to ventilate the atmosphere for peace but also 
to prevent outbreak of con�icts. 

�e three case studies reported in the book are also good examples of how to 
do case studies, especially of events. Stacks (2005) de�nes case study as a 
descriptive qualitative research method that analyzes in great detail a 
person, an organization or an event. According to him, the major strength of 
the case study method are the details and analysis it provides of a speci�c 
person, organization or event. �is has been done thoroughly here using 
content analysis of newspaper coverage of con�icts that had taken place in 
the country. �e case study category used is the historical which traces the 
development and exploration of con�ict reporting against the tenets of 
con�ict-sensitive reporting.

�e monograph presents a thorough analysis, using the approach of 
con�ict-sensitive journalism, a selected media's performance of what seem 
to be equitably distributed con�icts comprising ethno-religious con�icts in 
Jos through community con�icts in Nassarawa State   and the state-
community community con�ict in Odi, Bayelsa State, South South of 
Nigeria. 

I recommend this monograph to journalists, media organizations, and mass 
communication departments in the polytechnics and universities as well as 
citizen journalists who run their individual blogs and news site online. �is 
book is a must read for students, lecturers and other media trainers in 
journalism practice.

Olujimi Kayode, Ph.D
Coordinator PG Programmes,
School of Communication,
Lagos State University

Stacks, D.W. (2005) “Case Study.” In Heath, R.L. (ed.) Encyclopedia of Public 
Relations. �ousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications.
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INTRODUCTION 

Howard and 
Conflict-Sensitive 
Journalism

Media coverage of tricky situations, such as con�icts constitute, is 
indispensable even as the coverage may be more demanding than basic 
journalism training and skills offer.  �is is not peculiar to Nigeria.  
Indeed, it has spurred protracted efforts of peace and con�ict resolution 
scholars as well as media professionals around the world since late 1960s. 
Prior to that period (and perhaps largely till date) peace and con�ict 
resolution scholars noted that the conduct of the media in covering 
con�icts was best described as war journalism. �is is because media 
reports then were largely characterized by sheer identi�cation of winners 
and losers with details of their activities. In some other instances, the two 
parties were labeled as either bad or good. Media practitioners were never 
seen as being particularly concerned by the evil of con�icts even as they fell 
victims of the situations from time to time.

…correspondents do not need military officers to censor them or bend them to their 
will.  In nearly all wars, journalists will tend to take sides, despite their vocation's 
mission and their training.  In wars of national survival, they will instinctively 
veer towards patriotism. In wars of choice, if they are embedded, they will usually 
subconsciously bond with their hosts. If they are freewheeling in con�icts such as 
Bosnia or Rwanda or Darfur, and many other wars to come, they may well 
consciously indulge in advocacy.

        
Moorcraft and Taylor (2007:49)
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Peace journalism campaigners took up the challenge of outlining a 
corrective approach to con�ict coverage. According to them, peace 
journalism presents a clearly distinct model. �is is different from what 
war journalism had availed the world, which was largely a systematic focus 
on violence and who wins, like a soccer game, leaving out the invisible 
effects and alternatives (Galtung, 2003). Peace journalism proponents, 
Lynch and Mcgoldrick (2005) also describe war journalism as a focus on 
overt acts of violence and on the most prominent hardship that a nation 
faces.  While noting that the tendency of war journalism is to await and 
follow violent tragedies in particular, they further observe that it uses 
classic bureaucratic, formal expressions in emphasizing external points of 
view.  But peace journalism reverses all of these.

Lynch (2008) summarises the essence of peace journalism thus:
Explores the backgrounds and contexts of 
con�ict formation, presenting causes and 
options on every side (not just 'both sides');
Gives voice to the views of all rival parties, 
from all levels;
Offers creative ideas for con�ict resolution, 
development, peacemaking and 
peacekeeping;
Exposes lies, cover-up attempts and culprits 
on all sides, and reveals excesses committed 
by, and suffering in�icted on, peoples of all 
parties;
Pays attention to peace stories and post-war 
developments.
(https://www.transcend.org/tms/about-peace-
journalism/1-what-is-peace-journalism/)

Peace journalism scholars proclaim that these convey a kind of call to duty 
from an informed, learned authority.  �ey also label it variously as 
'analytical journalism', 'constructive journalism' 're�ective journalism' and 
solutions journalism (Lynch and McGoldrick, 2005).  It is a typical 'how-
to' thesis which readily �nds favour mostly with non-governmental 
organizations, which advocate deliberate use of journalism to achieve 
resolution of con�icts.
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�e identi�ed gaps are what con�ict-sensitive journalism later came to �ll. 
�e reformist drive commenced by the proponents of peace journalism 
has since been further enhanced and conceptualized as con�ict-sensitive 
journalism. �is happened in 2003 as a most groundbreaking intervention 
with the support of Institute for Media, Policy, and Civil Society, 
IMPACS, and the International Media Support through author and 
trainer, Ross Howard.  Titled Con�ict Sensitive Journalism: A handbook by 
Ross Howard, the book is a �ve-section publication intended for those 
familiar with the subject and the uninitiated alike. It seeks to reinforce the 
theoretical re�nement and practical realization of con�ict conscious 
journalism as a tool for usage by reporters and editors, particularly those in 
con�ict-affected locations.  �e �rst section of the book is essentially an 
elaborate explanation of the concept of con�ict and allied issues like 
violence.  It presents the various causes of con�icts and makes it clear that 
not all con�icts are violent. �e second section sub-titled “Journalism and 
Con�ict” builds on the �rst to show the relationship between the media 
and con�ict.  In eleven well sequenced parts, it sheds ample light on the 
power of the media and what he calls journalism's unconscious roles in a 
con�ict. In line with the argument of the proponents of the multi-track 
diplomacy concept, a fundamental function in these are those of 
channeling communication, education, con�dence building and 
correcting mis-perception for the parties to the con�ict, as well as making 
them human.  In what appears to be a very strong endorsement for part of 
the objectives of this study, the media, according to Howard, also helps to 
identify and establish underlying or bottom-line interest of parties to the 
con�ict; such that the information transmitted to the world transcends the 
interest(s) of the leaders alone. A further endorsement of another 
objective of the publication is the framing of the con�ict. He rightly 
asserts:
   

In good journalism, editors and reporters are always looking 
for a different angle, an alternative view, a new insight 
which will still attract an audience to the same story. Good 
journalism can help reframe con�icts for the two sides 
(Howard, 2003:9).  

In the third section sub-titled “Good Journalism, around the world,” the 
book emphasizes on the need for the media environment to be diverse.  It 
promptly adds that the media is supposed to be reliable and independent.  
It equally focuses on journalism's fundamentals bothering on ethics as 
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well as the ideal role for the media in any democracy.  In what could be 
described as the core section, it presented a nine-point checklist for 
con�ict sensitive reporting complemented with examples. Both the 
checklist and the examples have been adapted from an earlier effort in the 
'crusade' for peace journalism.  

In 2006, the IPC, in conjunction with Heinrich Boll Foundation, also 
gave, at least one of the problems identi�ed in the media monitoring 
exercise it had conducted earlier the deserved attention and treatment 
with a dedicated publication, Con�ict Sensitive Journalism: Reporting 
Religion-Related Con�ict/A Journalism Resource Book. Incidentally, as the 
�rst guide book on con�ict-sensitive reporting published in Nigeria, it 
seeks to deepen the journalists' understanding of fundamentals including 
con�icts, peace and religion related con�icts, which is the primary 
motivation for the book.  On a general note, the publication aligns with 
the argument of the proponents of con�ict-sensitive journalism that the 
media should not only ventilate the atmosphere for peace but also prevent 
outbreak of con�icts.  It identi�es two broad categories of reasons for the 
media to be con�ict sensitive.  First is the fundamentality of good 
governance and democratic rule, which guarantees rule of law and 
prioritises dialogue, debate and peaceful protest over authoritarianism and 
violence.  Without all these, the media suffers as violence undermines 
democratic governance. Truth becomes the �rst casualty as self-
censorship thrives. �e second category is largely bene�cial to the general 
society and this includes the reality of violence destroying human rights, 
worsening poverty and undermining social cohesion. As a guide book for 
journalism practitioners, the IPC's intervention is resourceful.
  
But if IPC succeeded in advancing knowledge and practice with its guide 
book discussed above, it made a near full circle turn with the output of its 
joint effort with ActionAid Nigeria, Con�ict and Niger Delta Reporting 
published in 2008.  �e seemingly well-resourced publication outcome of 
a workshop, presents a fair schedule of content.  �e list includes 
“Con�icts as recurring challenge for the media”; “Practical steps to con�ict 
reporting: a general overview”; “Practical steps to con�ict reporting: Niger 
Delta as reference point and Peace journalism.”  Although well-resourced, 
having been led by some veteran journalists and a couple of peace and 
con�ict scholars, the resultant publication contains facts that need to be 
updated in its most important sections. Most conspicuous in this regard 
and contradictory to IPC's commendable publication of 2006 is the Part 5 
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of the book where peace journalism is discussed and recommended 
apparently to the workshop participants and anyone that may come across 
the book.  

It is probably excusable for some others with passable knowledge of the 
media in relation to peace and con�ict to do this but not for a supposedly 
professionally trendy organization like IPC which had gone beyond that, 
two years earlier. Indeed, not only has IPC devoted a whole publication to 
a more current and ethics compliant con�ict-sensitive journalism, it has 
a lso dedicated a  whole volume to journal ism ethics  (see 
http://www.ipcng.org /pubs.html).  IPC, of course, is a frontliner in the 
struggle for the enactment and implementation of the Freedom of 
Information Act of 2011, which should help cultivate reporters for 
con�ict-sensitive journalism. 

�e Task Here
Pate's Introduction to Con�ict Reporting published in 2002 is a most 
commendable pioneering scholarly effort in media inclined study of 
con�icts in Nigeria.  �is is because Nigeria has been a haven of some sort 
to con�icts since it went through civil war in the late 1960s through 1970. 
Yet, that was one heavily mediated war. According to Achebe (2012), the 
Nigeria-Biafra War was arguably the �rst fully televised con�ict in history. 
“It was the �rst time scenes and pictures-blood, guts, severed limbs-from 
the war front �ooded into homes around the world through television 
sets...” Achebe further notes that the war probably gave television evening 
news its �rst chance to invade without mercy the sanctity of people's living 
rooms with horrifying scenes of children immiserated by modern war 
(2012:199).  Commendable as the intervention of Introduction to Con�ict 
Reporting was, it leaves a lot to be desired.  It largely engages with the 
explanation of relevant concepts in addition to attempting to offer some 
general instructive comments on few con�icts in Nigeria. It however fails 
to present any model or back up its suggestions with clear guides such as 
proponents of peace journalism and con�ict-sensitive journalism have 
presented to the world.  We may well ask:

How much improvement has been accomplished by the media since the 
interventions mentioned above?  �is is what makes the intervention of 
�e Kukah Centre, with this study, a most compelling one.  �e study 
presents a thorough analysis, using the approach of con�ict-sensitive 
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journalism, of selected media's performance of what seem to be equitably 
distributed con�icts in Nigeria, comprising ethno-religious con�icts in 
Jos, through community con�icts in Nassarawa State, as well as the state-
community con�ict in Odi, Bayelsa State.
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CHAPTER ONE

Conflict-Sensitive 
Journalism and the 
Jos Crisis (2010-2011)

Introduction
Jos, the Plateau State capital in Nigeria has witnessed perennial crises 
notably from 2001 although the �rst major crisis dates back to 1932 
during the world economic depression. �e major cause has been political 
differences between those considered to be natives (who are mainly 
Christians and traditional religion adherents) and the settlers (who are 
mainly Muslims). Even though the underlying cause is the struggle for 
political representation and economic participation, religion has been 
mobilized into the struggle by the con�ict parties. Set against the 
background of Nigeria being a multi-ethnic and multi-religious country 
and the sensitivity with which each bloc react to perceived or real 
marginalization, the Jos crisis has become complex and multi-faceted. As 
Albert (1999:22) noted, “such ethnic and religious sensitivities of the 
people are often exploited by Nigerian political leaders when they want to 
divert the attention of the people away from the main issues of national 
development as a precondition for achieving their own sel�sh objectives.”  
�e Jos crisis provides a good illustration of the crisis of identity, 
citizenship and nationhood bedeviling Nigeria. �e choice of the Jos crisis, 
among many other similar crises in Nigeria, is hinged on its protracted 
nature, similarity with other crises in Kaduna, Zango-Kataf, Ife-
Modakeke, Jukun-Tiv, Urhobo-Itsekiri, among others, and the 
complexity of the crisis. 

In the midst of such a complexity, the media need to understand how to 
report in a way that will not confuse the issues on ground or exacerbate the 

Jide Jimoh
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con�ict. In almost all the crises mentioned above, the media have taken 
side swipes as either purveyors or escalators of the crises through careless, 
sensational and insensitive reportage. In the midst of such accusations 
against the media, the need for con�ict-sensitivity, therefore, arises. 

Literature Review
�e question of the responsibility of the media in the coverage of issues is a 
recurring topic of discussion in media literature. �ere are reports that 
have been commended as examples of responsible journalism but when it 
comes to con�ict coverage the media are more often than not accused of 
missing the issues, focusing on the sensational rather than digging deep 
into the context of the con�icts

While commenting on the spate of violent crises in the Northern part of 
Nigeria, Bishop Matthew Kukah harped on the need to be careful in 
assigning blames on the basis of religion or ethnicity. To him, it is a matter 
of criminality on the part of those who commit the atrocities. He also 
urged the security agents to perform their duties more professionally. He 
noted that the media have been misled by those who plan these criminal 
acts:

I think the media have to be more responsible in dealing with this very 
important issue. �e media are constantly misleading people about 
Christians bombing Churches or Muslims bombing Mosques. �e 
denomination of the person who is involved in a crime is not important 
(Kukah 2012:12).

Speci�cally, the coverage of the Jos crisis by the media has been a subject of 
discourse among academics, advocacy groups and other stakeholders. 
Indeed, allegations of incitement to violence have been leveled against the 
Plateau State Radio and Television Corporation (PRTVC) during the 
January, 2010 crisis. According to an account by Higazi (2011:25), PRTV 
broadcast a statement by the police commissioner in Jos, Mr. Gregory 
Anyating to the effect that some Muslim youths caused a breach of peace 
by attacking worshippers around St. Michael Catholic Church  in Gwong 
area of Jos, “without any provocation whatsoever.” PRTV proceeded to 
broadcast this statement every 30 minutes accompanied by Bob Marley's 
lyrics, 'Get up, stand up, stand up for your rights.'  Higazi concluded his 
account by noting that, “the impact of the media in stoking the tension is 
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still not entirely clear from the evidence…but it appears to have had a 
negative role.” (Higazi 2011:26).  A Christian faith-based human rights 
organization, Christian Solidarity Worldwide (CSW), after detailing 
various incidents of violence in Central and Northern Nigeria, expressed 
the deep disappointment and outrage of non-Muslims on the biased 
coverage by certain sections of the foreign media, particularly the BBC 
Hausa Service. �ey accounted for this by making reference to the fact 
that, “the organization is staffed almost entirely by Hausa speaking 
Muslims…despite the fact that there are many �uent non-Muslim 
speakers.” (CSW 2004:10).  Hacket(1999:12) drew attention to  “the high 
pro�le of the print media in Nigeria which means that under-, over- or 
mis-reporting of events can have signi�cant social effects. Even if people 
cannot afford to buy a paper, they will generally read them at the 
newsstand, or borrow from other people.” Hacket noted that  “the 
predilection of many newspapers for such descriptive labels as 
'fundamentalists', 'shiites', 'fanatics', etc., notably when referring to 
Muslims is, I would suggest, extremely instrumental in shaping attitudes.” 
�e views of Hacket lend credence to the assumption that how media 
frames a report may affect its perception by the audience. CSJ advises 
journalists to refrain from the use of negatively descriptive words and 
labels. 

Ibrahim(1989:69), after a review of 1987 Kaduna riots, berated the media 
thus: “the pro-Southern and pro-Christian press were not innocent in this 
affair- aggravating the situation by writing about the 'Mullahs of easy 
violence' in �e Guardian of March 14.  �e Standard of March 13 and �e 
Punch of March 14 reported damage to the Christian communities while 
ignoring that of the Muslims.”  

About a month into his appointment as National Security Adviser (NSA) 
to the Nigerian President, Sambo Dasuki had already accused the 
Nigerian media of contributing to the security challenges of the country, 
“My experience with the media has so far not been a good one… In most 
of the places I visit, the media have been one of the problems and it is all 
these idea of sensational journalism that everybody wants to publish a 
story that is not necessarily a story, to make good headlines.” (�e Punch, 
July 6, 2012:1-2) 

�e charges against the media show how they are perceived by audiences 
when it comes to con�ict coverage. �ere are criticisms about language 
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use, bias, sensationalism, ethnicity, among others. �ese charges are 
pointers to a possible non-compliance with the principles of con�ict-
sensitive journalism. One explanation on the perceived fascination of the 
media with negative reporting can be gleaned from the de�nition of what 
is news which “tends to evoke a negative aura that in many settings has 
translated to seeing news as the exaltation of whatever is negative or extra 
ordinary.” (Owens-Ibie 2002:32).

 �e critics of media performance in con�ict-context harp on the need for 
con�ict-sensitive journalism as an imperative. But these criticisms are 
more often mere allegations from equally partisan parties. More so, there 
is dearth of literature on the systematic and scholarly study of these 
allegations from which sound and credible conclusions can be reached 
using the con�ict-sensitive approach.

�ere is no agreement as to whether the media do, indeed, stoke violence 
by their reportage. After a review of three cases in political violence in 
Nigeria including that of former Governor of Oyo State, Chief Bola Ige 
who was allegedly rigged out of electoral victory in the 1983 
Governorship Election and the violence that followed his radio and 
television broadcast, Adeyemi (2012:45) stated that, “if the election was 
rigged and the media owed it to the public to report a sitting Governor's 
speech, it therefore turns logic on its head to blame the resultant violence 
on the media.” �e relationship between media and con�ict requires 
further studies to test these allegations and counter allegations.

�e debate also considers the media perspective as to whether they ought 
to play roles beyond being objective conveyors of information. 
Nevertheless, there seems to be a consensus that whatever role the media 
play now can be improved upon by certain principles, guidelines or 
perspectives. Hence, in an attempt to proffer solutions to the perceived 
inadequacies of the media in covering con�icts, several ideas have been 
postulated as to the best way the media should handle con�ict reporting. 
One of such ideas is the peace journalism perspective propounded by 
Norwegian researcher, Johan Galtung. His writings on the subject date 
back to late 1960s and 1970s (Galtung, 1969; Galtung and Hoivik, 1971). 
While calling for a peace-oriented journalism, Galtung (1993: xi) 
criticized the current practice:

Conflict-Sensitive Journalism and the Jos Crisis (2010-2011) Jide Jimoh
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Not only do the media have this perverse fascination with war and 
violence; they also neglect the peace forces at work. As the media work, 
they amplify the sound of guns rather than muting them.

But critics of peace journalism have pointed to the idea of peace 
journalism as paci�st, unprofessional and running against the tenets of 
journalistic objectivity. Obijiofor (2008:9) noted that what this 
perspective overlooks is that journalists are not by orientation and 
training, “fashioned to take the moral high ground in reporting on 
con�icts or any other subject”. �e idea of con�ict-sensitive journalism is, 
partly, a response to the criticism of peace journalism. Agberemi (2006:27) 
explains that “a con�ict-sensitive journalist values peace as much as 
accuracy, balance and the duty to inform but does not believe that 
sacri�cing any of the latter will enhance the cause of peace in the long run. 
A con�ict-sensitive journalist is, therefore, not necessarily a paci�st, rather 
he/she is one who values peace so much as to place it as equally important 
as the other main principles, and is always consciously reporting in a way 
that reduces con�ict and facilitates the search for peace.” Extensive works 
on the concept and application of con�ict-sensitive journalism have been 
undertaken by Ross (2009), McGoldrick and Lynch (2000). Con�ict-
sensitive journalism originated from some ideas of peace journalism and, 
more recently, has been linked to con�ict-sensitive development 
interventions by various international organizations working in con�ict 
and post-con�ict zones worldwide. Beyond the formulation of these 
principles and perspectives, a gap exists in testing these principles against 
particular con�ict contexts especially in Nigeria. While there are many 
pronouncements in literature extolling the virtues of con�ict-sensitive 
journalism, none has tested the principle against any of the many con�icts 
that have taken place in Nigeria. �is study interrogates, therefore, the 
application of con�ict-sensitive journalism in the reportage of the Jos 
crisis. In other words, the 'frames', language and slant used to report the 
crisis may have implications for the outcome and understanding of the 
issues in the crisis. Speci�cally, the following research questions were 
raised:

 RQ 1: What is the general direction of language use in the coverage of the 
Jos crisis?

RQ 2: To what extent did the selected newspapers focus on peace 
initiatives in their coverage of the Jos crisis? 
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RQ 3: To what extent did the newspapers re�ect gender-sensitivity in 
their coverage of the Jos crisis?

RQ 4: To what extent did the selected newspapers use investigative 
approaches in the coverage of the Jos crisis?

�e main theoretical framework for this study is the theory of framing 
which “refers to the way in which news content is typically shaped and 
contextualized by journalists within some familiar frame of reference and 
according to some latent structure of meaning.” (McQuail 2010:557). �e 
other theory relevant to this study is the social responsibility theory. 

�eoretical Framework
Framing �eory advances from the Agenda-Setting �eory of mass 
communication.  While Agenda Setting theory is an accessibility-based 
model which refers to how the media tells the audience what to think 
about, framing goes further to show how the media tells the audience what 
to think about an issue by suggesting frames of reference.  As explained by 
Scheufele and Tewksbury (2007:11), Framing �eory is based on the 
assumption that how an issue is characterized in news reports can have an 
in�uence on how it is understood by audiences.  According to them, 
framing can be traced to roots in both psychology and sociology.

�e psychological origins of framing lie in experimental work by 
Kahneman and Tversky (1979, 1984) for which Kahneman received the 
2002 Nobel Prize in economics.  �e sociological foundations of framing 
were laid by Goffman (1974) and others who assumed that individuals 
cannot understand the world fully and that they constantly struggle to 
interpret their life experiences and to make sense of the world around 
them (Scheufele and Tenskbury 2007:12).

Framing can be viewed as both a macro-level and a micro-level construct.  
At the macro level, it refers to how journalists and other communicators' 
present information in a way that agrees with existing underlying schemas 
among their audience.  �e frames so transmitted may not necessarily be 
an attempt to deceive or spin a story.  At the micro-level, it refers to how 
people use information garnered as they form impressions and actions.  
�is is particularly germane to Nigeria with a low level of media literacy 

Conflict-Sensitive Journalism and the Jos Crisis (2010-2011) Jide Jimoh
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where a signi�cant number of the populace tends to believe that what they 
see on electronic media and what they read in the print media are 
unassailable pieces of the gospel truth. 

McQuail (2010:380) cites Entman (1993) as summarizing the main 
aspects of framing by saying that 'frames de�ne problems, diagnoses 
causes, make moral judgments and suggest remedies'.  It will therefore be 
interesting and educative to assess how major print media organs in 
Nigeria framed the Jos crisis.

�us, frames used by the media are value- laden and tend toward 
dominant powers (hegemons) constantly used as sources of information.  
In this situation, minority voices and views are muted, no matter the latent 
and manifest possibilities to de-escalate con�ict. �e muted voices may 
also struggle to be heard and failing in that attempt, adopt non-
cooperative attitudes that may hinder peaceful resolution of con�icts.

Social Responsibility �eory (SRT) was developed in response to the 
perceived excesses of the media in America which led to the setting up of 
the Hutchins Commission on the freedom of the press that submitted its 
report in 1947.  Denis McQuail (1987), cited in Baran and Davis 
(2006:113) summarized the basic principles of SRT as follows:

I. media should accept and ful�ll certain obligations to society;
ii. these obligations are mainly to be met by setting high or professional 

standards of informativeness, truth, accuracy objectivity and 
balance;

iii. in accepting and applying these obligations, media should be self-
regulating within the framework of law and established institutions;

iv. the media should avoid whatever might lead to crime, violence, or 
civil disorder;

v. the media as a whole should be pluralist and re�ect the diversity of 
their society, giving access to various points of view and to rights of 
reply;

vi. society and the public have a right to expect high standards of 
performance, and intervention can be justi�ed to secure the, or a, 
public good;

vii. journalists and media professionals should be accountable to society 
as well as to employers and the market;
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�e points above are quite relevant and re�ect the expectations of con�ict 
management experts and the core principles of con�ict-sensitive 
journalism on which this study is anchored.

Research Design
�e major method for this study is content analysis.  According to 
Berelson (1952:14) content analysis is the “research technique for the 
objective, systematic and quantitative description of the manifest content 
of communication”. Explaining further, Babbie (2007:320) notes that it “is 
particularly well suited to the study of communications and to answering 
the classic question of communications research: 'who says what, to 
whom, why, how and with what effect?”   

Since this study is concerned with the interrogation of how the media 
reported the Jos crisis of 2010 and 2011, especially the application of CSJ 
principles, content analysis is considered the best method for the study. 
According to Prasad (2008:1), “the development of content analysis as a 
full-�edged scienti�c method took place during world war II when the 
U.S. government sponsored a project under the directorship of Harold 
Lasswell to evaluate enemy propaganda. �e success of the project 
contributed signi�cantly to the emergence of the methodology in content 
analysis.” 

Despite its advantages, content analysis also has its limitations, which 
includes the fact that since inferences are limited to the content of the text 
only and coded according to the attribution given by the researcher, there 
is no guarantee that the sender or receiver shares the same attributed 
meaning. Also, it has been argued that “when it deals with semantic 
differences or differences in regard to the meanings of words, the �ndings 
can be less valid and reliable” (Prasad op cit.:8) and that it is less effective in 
testing causal relationships between variables (Chadwick, et al.,1984).

Population of Study 
�e population of study is made up of all newspapers published in Nigeria 
in 2010 and 2011 as listed by the Newspaper Proprietors Association of 
Nigeria (NPAN) in its membership register. It is from the list that a 
representative sample of four newspapers has been purposively chosen. 
NPAN is the umbrella body of newspaper owners in Nigeria and 
membership is by registered title and consistency in publication. Most 
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major newspapers and magazines in Nigeria are registered with NPAN 
including the titles chosen for this study. 

Sample Size
From this population, a representative sample of four newspapers has been 
purposively chosen. �ey are:
�e Guardian
�e Punch
�e Trust, and
�e National Standard 
. 
�us, the newspapers chosen are made up of two Lagos based newspapers 
– �e Guardian and �e Punch owned by private proprietors based in the 
Southern part of Nigeria who are both Christians.  �e third newspaper, 
�e Nigerian Standard, was chosen because it is owned by the Plateau State 
government on whose territory the crisis is taking place. Daily Trust was 
chosen because it is based in the Northern part of Nigeria and has 
signi�cant spread across Nigeria but perceived to be sympathetic to 
Northern and Muslim sentiments. A comparison of the coverage across 
these divides is expected to show interesting trends. A table of content 
categories has been developed.

Sampling Procedure
As described above, the newspapers have been purposively chosen from 
the universe of newspapers registered by NPAN. �e selection was based 
on certain characteristics of the Nigerian polity: religion, geography, 
ethnicity and ownership. �is is to ensure that the study re�ects the real 
character of the Nigerian press which affects their interventions in the 
issues of the day, including con�ict reporting.

�e 2010 Jos crisis took place between January and March.  �e �rst spate 
of crisis started in the early hours of 17 January, 2010 and lasted till 20 
January, 2010.  During this period at least 200 people were killed, and 
property destroyed. �is period saw the Berom and other 'natives' having 
an upper hand. �is has been attested to by some studies. For example, 
Higazi (2011:29) reported that, “pastoralists were badly hit and many were 
displaced”, in the January, 2010 confrontation.

th�e second spate erupted on 7  March 2010 when pastoralists invaded 
Dogo-Nahauwa, a Berom village near Jos, in which more than 300 people 
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were killed. �is was in obvious retaliation for the January killings. �us, 
the choice of January - March, 2010 crisis provides a balanced position 
from which to view the performance of newspapers and evaluate their 
biases or otherwise. Another series of confrontations took place between 
August and September 2011 in which an estimated 70 people were killed 
and property destroyed.  �e four newspapers selected are examined 
during the two periods of the crisis.   �e �rst period covers January to 
March 2010. �e second period covers August to September, 2011 when 
another violent crisis took place. �e choice is dictated by the need to 
compare the results of the two periods to �nd trends across newspapers 
and across periods. 

Unit of Analysis
�e units of analysis for this study were news stories and editorials 
published on the crisis in the selected period by the four newspapers.

Method of Data Analysis
Descriptive statistics was used in analyzing data generated from the 
content analysis.

Findings

RQ 1: What is the general direction of language use in the coverage of the 
Jos crisis?

To gauge the direction of language use in the crisis, the coding schedule 
contained an item to judge whether language in which a news item or 
editorial was framed was largely conciliatory, moderate, in�ammatory or 
neutral.  An important requirement of con�ict sensitivity in media 
coverage is the temperate use of language in a way that will not con�agrate 
a con�ict situation either deliberately or owing to poor language skills. 
Either way, the result is the same. Scholars and other commentators have 
underscored the importance of language use in con�ict situations. Iwara 
(2005:73) was apt when he said:

Language is like the atom bomb: depending on the use one makes of it, it 
can cause widespread devastation as it can be a resource for peace and 
harmony. So powerful, in fact, is language that it has sometimes been 
claimed that “the pen is mightier than the sword” where the “pen” is a 
metaphor for language and the “sword” for brute force and military might. 
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Another metaphor makes language a double-edged sword that is capable 
of cutting both ways.

�e imagery captured by Iwara above can be interpreted to mean that 
carelessness in language use while covering con�icts can be responsible for 
more death and destruction than the rampaging warriors on the �eld. An 
examination of language use in the reportage of the Jos crisis is illustrated 
in Table 1.

Tables 1: Frequency Count and Percentages of Language /Tone

�e result in Table 1 shows that 165 which accounted for 30.5% of the 
sampled cases have language /tone which are conciliatory whereas 174 
(32.2%) are in�ammatory. Nonetheless, 61 which accounted for 11.3% of 
the sampled cases are sensational when 141 (26.1%) are moderate. 

�e result above is a graphic representation of the performance of the 
selected newspapers in terms of the language /tone of presentation which 
is core to this study. �e highest score goes to the in�ammatory category 
with 174 (32.2%) while stories that are adjudged conciliatory made up of 
mainly  appeals for calm and restraint from stakeholders follow with 
165(30.5%).  Moderate stories account for 141(26.1%) of the total. But a 
better picture of the performance can be gleaned by combining the �gures 
of both sensational and in�ammatory stories given their potential to 
con�agrate the crisis. Both will show that 234 (43.5%) of the stories are 
capable of contributing to the already tense situation of the crisis and 
probably lead to demonization of one or the other of the parties to the 
con�ict leading to the circle of reprisals that have characterized the Jos 
violent crisis. 
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To assess the performance of the media on this score, it can be argued that 
the media performed below expectations generally and is open to charges 
of contributing to the protracted Jos crisis through use of sensational and 
demonizing language. Despite the fact that the instrument for this study 
was not designed to affirm causality between media output and direct 
effects as happens in experimental methods in physical sciences, the 
preponderance of negative and sensational stories is a pointer to a possible 
negative impact of the media on its audiences in the crisis in Jos. �e media 
is perceived here to function along other variables (predisposition of the 
con�icting parties, instigation by opinion leaders and other socio-political 
and structural issues) in contributing to the protracted crisis.

A further breakdown of individual performance of the selected 
newspapers is presented in the cross tabulation in Tables 2.

Table 2:  Cross tabulation of Newspaper by Language /Tone

2 aPearson Chi-Square X  = 107.274  ; df = 9; Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) = .000
a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. �e minimum expected 
count is 5.19.
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�e results in Table 2 showed that there is a signi�cant difference in the 
2language and tone of story by newspaper (�  = 107.274; df = 9; p < .001). 

Whereas the direction of story in �e Guardian Newspaper is more of 
moderate, those in �e Standard was conciliatory, Punch was both 
conciliatory and in�ammatory while Daily Trust newspaper was 
in�ammatory. On the whole, the language and tone of story was foremost 
in�ammatory (174 accounting for 32.2% of the sampled cases) followed 
by conciliatory (165 accounting for 30.5% of the sampled cases) then 
moderate (141 accounting for 26.1% of the sampled cases) while 
sensational language (61 accounting for 11.3% of the sampled cases) came 
last. 

�e performance of the Guardian as more moderate in language use is 
consistent with its vision statement as a liberal organ committed to the 
best traditions of journalism. Other studies such as Kayode and Jimoh 
(2007) con�rm the performance of the paper as more moderate in 
covering national issues.  �us, among the newspapers chosen for this 
study, �e Guardian, through moderate use of language can be said to be 
more con�ict-sensitive. �is can be contrasted with Daily Trust's 
performance with high level of in�ammatory language. �e standard, 
however, leads in the number of sensational stories carried. �e 
performance of �e Standard is especially signi�cant since its support of 
the Plateau State Government and the 'natives' is hardly concealed. In a 
sensational account of the March 7, 2010 attack by Fulani revenging the 
January, 18, 2010 attack by “natives” Bulus Gambo's news story in �e 
Sunday Standard (Macrh, 11, 2010): 

About 500 victims of last Sunday's massacre at Rasat, Zot and Dogo-Na 
Hauwa villages were Monday given a mass burial amidst gnashing of 
teeth, excruciating pains and disgust. Our correspondent reports that as 
more dead bodies were being brought to the burial ground, it became 
apparent that the antagonists were for an all-out execution spree…Single 
household casualties and deaths averaged 15 in one single village alone. 
Investigations further revealed that while most of the other dead bodies 
were yet to be discovered from the muddy, deep mining ponds as they were 
hacked down while �eeing helter-skelter while the other victims were 
taken away by their relations. 
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A critical analysis of the above will reveal too much editorializing for a 
piece that is supposed to be a news story; this belies the claim of objectivity 
and reveals the veiled call for revenge. �e story could still be well told 
without “the gnashing of teeth, excruciating pain and disgust.” It could 
also do without reminding the audience that the “antagonist were for an 
all-out execution spree” or “being hacked down while �eeing helter-
skelter.”  �ese unnecessary negative details can only aggravate the crisis 
and fuel the cycle of reprisals that have characterized the crisis in Jos. It 
provides justi�cation for those who claim that the media have contributed 
to the crisis through their reportage. Higazi had earlier reported that the 
electronic media had contributed in fuelling the crisis. For example the 
State owned radio reportedly followed the Fulani attack by consistently 
playing Bob Marley's popular song with the lyrics: “get up, stand up. Stand 
up for your rights” (Higazi: 2011) 

A panel of media professionals and teachers while analyzing the 
performance of the media on the Jos crisis was reported by �e Standard 
(2010:7) to have “cautioned against the bias, false and reckless reportage by 
some local and foreign media practitioners especially in a crisis situation in 
Nigeria.” One of the panelists “lamented that it was unfortunate that 
owners of media out�ts had diverted from the main objective of the 
journalism practice which was to report facts and not to take sides 
particularly in a crisis situation.”

�e views above are consistent with the �ndings of this study on the use of 
language that is bereft of con�ict-sensitivity.

RQ 2: To what extent did the selected newspapers focus on peace 
initiatives in their coverage of the Jos crisis? 

Tables 3: Frequency Count and Percentages of Main �eme of Story
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�e results in Table 3 indicated that 379 which accounted for 70.1% of the 
sampled cases are with main theme of story which are focused on crisis 
while 160 (29.6%) are peace initiatives. Conversely, only two which 
accounted for 0.4% of the sampled cases are other main theme of story. 

One of the criticisms against the media during coverage of con�ict is the 
exclusive focus on the con�ict while ignoring other peace initiatives at 
work. �ey focus on the dramatic and the episodic outburst of violence and 
are therefore blind to the works of peace initiators even within the con�ict 
zone.

�e �nding of this study shows the heavy focus of the selected newspapers 
on the crisis to the detriment of peace initiative. Figure 4.12 shows that 
more than 70% of the stories are focused on the crisis, counting the no of 
deaths and property destroyed while less than 30% are reports on peace 
initiatives. It is also signi�cant to note that most of the peace initiatives 
stories only come to light during media coverage of the various tribunals 
set up by government to look into the crisis; they were hardly initiated 
through interviews or exclusive stories. �us, to a large extent, the 
newspapers focused on the crisis to the detriment of the peace forces and 
initiatives at work. �is con�rms the views of critics of the media as 
summarized by Galtung (1993:xi): ”Not only do the media have this 
perverse fascination with war and violence; they also neglect the peace 
forces at work. As the media work, they amplify the sound of guns rather 
than muting them”.

An explanation, not justi�cation, however, can be found in what Dare 
(2013:64) called, “the morbid calculus of tabloid journalism.”  Dare was 
commenting on a story in which Governor Sullivan Chime of Enugu 
State was wrongly reported to have died and the failure of the media to 
give prominence to the rebuttal that followed. He explained: “Since news 
signalizes a rupture or disjuncture, Chime dead has greater journalistic 
salience and resonance than Chime alive.”

Also explaining this situation, Gadi Wolsfeld cited in Bratic and Schirch 
(2007:1) noted that there is a “fundamental contradiction between the 
nature of a peace process and news values, the media often play a 
destructive role in attempts at making peace. �ose who run the media 
tend to favour four values: immediacy, drama, simplicity and 
ethnocentrism. �ese values make it difficult to use the media for peace.”  
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�us the voices of leaders calling for peace had lesser journalistic salience 
than the perpetrators of hate and violence in the media coverage of the Jos 
crisis. �ere is the failure of the press to adhere to the social responsibility 
theory which, among other things, requires the press to “avoid whatever 
might lead to crime, violence, or civil disorder.” (McQuail, 1987). �e 
corollary to this requirement is for the press to seek what will lead to peace 
in society by focusing signi�cantly on peace initiatives during crises 
situations.

Tables 4: Frequency Count and Percentages of Gender of the Main Speaker

�e results in Table 4 shows the gender of the main speaker identi�ed in 
508 of the 541 sampled cases.  �e results shows that 476 which accounted 
for 93.7% of the valid cases with known gender of the main speaker are 
male while 32 (6.3%) are female. 

Even though, women and children are known to be the main victims of 
communal crises their voices are hardly heard. It is no surprise that 476 
(88.0%) of the speakers are male, careening female voices to a mere 32 
(5.9%). �e gender bias of the media is a re�ection of the status of women 
in society which, again, can be linked to the hegemonic hold on the levers 
of society by the male gender. �e exclusion of female voices by the media 
is another blind spot for the media that is largely owned and controlled by 
men. Worse still, in most media houses, the percentage of men to women 
journalists is skewed in favour of men re�ecting the lack of diversity in 
their operations and, indeed, orientations. �e levers of economic, political 
and other commanding heights of the polity are held by men to the 
detriment of the womenfolk. Yet according to the United Nations 
Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM 2013:1), violence against 
women has reached alarming proportions and is a global pandemic 
“deeply rooted in gender inequality and discrimination.”
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 For such a critical sector of the human race, more attention ought to be 
focused on them to enable them contribute to the development of the 
society and the management of the varied challenges of society even 
during crises situations. Part of the requirements for a con�ict-sensitive 
reporting is to be gender-sensitive since all stakeholders and parties to the 
con�ict must be given voices in the management of the crisis. �e result of 
this study has shown that gender-sensitivity was low and hence re�ects the 
low level of con�ict sensitivity by the selected newspapers for this study.

RQ 4: To what extent did the selected newspapers use investigative 
approaches in the coverage of the Jos crisis?

Tables 5: Frequency Count and Percentages of Main Source of News

�e results presented in Table 5 indicates that 347 which accounted for 
65.2% of the valid cases are statement/speech while 30 (5.6%) are 
publication/report. However, 99 which accounted for 18.6% of the valid 
cases are reporters' interview. Whereas 33 which accounted for 6.2% of the 
valid cases are press conferences, 18 (3.4%) are investigative reports. Yet, 
�ve which accounted for 0.9% are with no sources indicated. 

�e tables above represent the architecture of news sourcing in the 
Nigerian media which shows the dominance of news handouts from news 
sources and the near absence of investigative and interpretative reporting. 
347 (64.1%) of stories on the crisis were from statements/speeches from 
parties to the crisis while another 30(5.5%) are from publications or 
reports. Conversely, only 18 (3.3%) are investigative stories. Even though 
investigative reports may not match the other sources in number, it is 
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obvious that the number of investigative stories is too low given the 
magnitude of the crisis under focus. �e nature and magnitude of the crisis 
provide any enterprising journalist a wide berth for investigative reporting 
which has been largely neglected by the newspapers in this sample. �is 
study provides evidence of the extent of the absence of investigative 
reporting and the heavy reliance on press releases and conferences from 
parties to the con�ict.

Veteran journalist and columnist, Sonala Olumhense has lamented the 
near-absence of investigative journalism in contemporary Nigeria in an 
interview with �e Punch to mark his 30 years as a columnist: 

I think it has changed for worse….�e most signi�cant concern for me is 
that Nigerian journalism now sometimes sounds like a bulletin of the 
Ministry of Information. Stories are not about what is being done or not 
done- or who is responsible for them- but quotations of government 
officials and smirking spokesmen. �ere are few, if any, investigations; 
where there is one there is no follow up. Journalism is not institutionally 
hunting down the big stories. In the tradition in which I was raised, 
government officials feared journalists; today, journalists fear government 
officials. Ask yourself, why? (Abidde 2013:80).

�is study corroborates the views of Olumhense as shown in the 
disproportionate representation of government voices in the reportage of 
the Jos crisis. 

A cross tabulation to show the performance by individual newspapers 
yielded no signi�cant difference since almost all of them depend on 
statements/speech or press conference as shown below:

Tables 6:  Cross tabulation of Newspaper by Main Source of News 
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�e results in Table 6 showed that there is a signi�cant difference in the 
2main source of news by newspaper (X  = 422.492; df = 15; p < .001). While 

the main source of news in �e Guardian was press conference, those of 
the Standard and daily Trust were statement/speech while that of the 
Punch was reporters' interview. In the sum total, the main source of news 
was foremost Statement/speech (347 accounting for 65.2% of the 
sampled cases) followed by reporters' interview (99 accounting for 18.6% 
of the sampled cases) while reports with no source indicated (5 accounting 
for 0.9% of the sampled cases) came last. 

From the total of 18 investigative stories, Trust has nine, followed by 
Standard with six, Punch with three and Guardian with none. It is 
surprising however to note that Standard which is based in the crisis zone 
has been beaten by Trust based in neighbouring Abuja. �is is accounted 
for by the poor funding of the newspaper as mentioned earlier, 
necessitating a heavy reliance on press hand outs especially from its 

2 aPearson Chi-Square X  = 422.492 ; df = 15; Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) = .000
a. 9 cells (37.5%) have expected count less than 5. �e minimum expected 
count is .43.
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proprietor, the Plateau State Government. �e Lagos-based newspapers-
Punch and Guardian- place a comparatively lower salience on the Jos 
crisis; hence their lower score on the investigative card. On the whole, it is 
evident that investigative reports are few and far between in the print 
media coverage of the crisis. �is can be linked to the absence of con�ict 
analysis tool by reporters. Con�ict analysis as a tool necessarily involves 
the use of investigative reporting which in turn improves the quality of 
reporting and a high degree of con�ict-sensitivity. �ere appears to be a 
strong connection between con�ict analysis, investigative reporting and 
con�ict-sensitivity. 

Conclusion
Contrary to the assumption by the mainstream media that they merely 
report con�ict and do not contribute to con�ict, this study presents 
evidence from a particular con�ict theatre to debunk this claim. �e study 
shows that through the use of sensational language, focus on episodic 
eruptions, lack of investigative approaches and failure to focus on peace 
initiatives, among other weaknesses, the media working with other 
variables and dispositions, may indeed create a fertile ground for con�ict 
to fester. �e study upholds the suspicions and allegations leveled by 
scholars, institutions and individuals on the predilection of the media to 
contribute to con�ict through unprofessional conducts. �is is consistent 
with earlier �ndings by Sobowale (1986) Goretti (2007), Obijiofor 
(2008), Bratic and Kang-Graham (2008), Galadima and Olaniyi (2009) 
among others.

Explanations for media performance in con�ict situations can be situated 
within conditions inherent in the media operations and the general 
environment of operations. Internal conditions include insecurity, lack of 
insurance cover, the pro�t motive, incompetence and corruption while 
external factors include manipulation by con�ict parties and governments, 
societal biases on gender and the general primordial crisis of citizenship 
and nationhood in a developing country like Nigeria.

Recommendations
1) Given the importance of a vibrant media and the special demands on 

the media in con�ict situations, the United Nations Educational, 
Scienti�c and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) designed a 
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curriculum for con�ict-sensitive reporting.   It is recommended that 
all training institutions should adopt and domesticate the model 
curriculum to enable them produce journalists and other media 
workers skilled in the special demands of reporting on con�icts 
especially the need for con�ict analysis to enhance their outputs.

2) Media establishments are also enjoined to initiate and sustain 
trainings on con�ict- sensitive reporting for their workers at regular 
intervals to hone their skills in this area against the background of 
increasing cases of crisis in Nigeria.

3) �e Nigerian Union of Journalists (NUJ) should also sensitize 
members through workshops, seminars and similar forums on the 
imperative of con�ict- sensitive reporting. 

4) It is also recommended that the 1998 Code of Ethics for Journalists be 
reviewed to include speci�c sections on the need and steps for con�ict 
sensitive journalism in the practice of the profession in Nigeria.

5) Organizations and groups are encouraged to engage media 
professionals to study and understand media operations environment 
before engaging with the media. �ey also need to disaggregate the 
media into its component parts. �is will enable them to know when 
and how to use the media rather than a glib reference to the need to see 
the “media as partners” in peace building.

6) For society to get the kind of media it deserves, the remuneration and 
working conditions of journalists must be seriously improved to shield 
them from being easy preys to those who seek to in�uence contents 
through inducements as often happen in con�ict situations. A 
professional and independent minded journalist will be difficult to 
produce and sustain under conditions of �nancial insecurity. 

7) As a matter of course, journalists should enjoy insurance cover as they 
carry out their often dangerous duties so that they are assured that in 
case of disability or death in the course of duty, the family will have 
something to fall back on. �is is a standard condition of service in 
Western countries after which our media are patterned.

8) �e ombudsman job of calling the media to order when it errs has 
never been effective in Nigeria since the establishment of the Nigerian 
Press Council (NPC), the body charged with the duty.  Even though it 
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has been bogged down by crisis of legitimacy arising from its 
domination by government appointees, the time has come to 
strengthen it as a means of curbing the excesses of the media. �us, the 
audiences of the media can complain and get redresses for the 
observed infractions and other peccadilloes of the media that detract 
from the standards imposed by the social responsibility theory of the 
press
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CHAPTER TWO

A Conflict-Sensitive Analysis 
of the Newspaper Coverage 
of 1999 Odi Conflict

Introduction
�e Niger Delta area of Nigeria is perhaps best known for its oil resources.  
Oil was �rst discovered at Oloibiri in 1938 by Shell D'Arcy.  Its 
exploration was initially driven by the need to power the �eet of the Royal 
Navy which had sailed down to the region on trading mission.  �e 
prospecting was however suspended following the outbreak of the Second 
World War in 1939.  By 1958 however, oil had been found in commercial 
quantity in Oloibiri and in some other communities afterwards spreading 
across, today, to nine states (Ukeje, 2004).  �e said state are  Abia, Akwa 
Ibom, Bayelsa, Cross Rivers, Delta, Edo, Imo, Ondo and Rivers.  �ey 
comprise a mix of ethnic groups including the communities of the Ijaw (in 
Eastern, Western and Central Niger Delta), the Ogoni, Itsekiri, Urhobo, 
Isoko, Ikwerre and Delta Igbo. 

�e most visible devastation of the environment in the Niger Delta area of 
Nigeria has been traceable to the exploration and exploitation of oil and 
gas.  �is compares with the case of Enugu coal mines in the south east 
and the Jos' tin and columbite mines in the north central, occurring much 
earlier, and on a lesser scale too. �e Niger Delta today is overwhelmed by a 
myriad of negative effects of oil exploitation ranging from gas �aring to 
acid rain combined with oil sleek, wiping out the local �sh stock and other 
aquatic resources (Osuntokun, 2000).  

�e 2006 edition of the United Nations Development Programme, 
UNDP's, Human Development Report on Niger-Delta puts the Human 
Development Index, HDI, at 0.564 (1 being the highest score). �is is 
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lower than what obtains in countries endowed with oil and gas resources.  
HDI is a measure of life, knowledge and a decent standard of living 
(UNDP, 2006:2).  Still, some efforts by the governments to address the 
situation in the Niger Delta have not been sufficient. Ojo and Oluwafemi, 
(2004) argue that government and other project proponents �nalize 
development plans and announce development policy or initiatives 
without consultations with stakeholders including host communities. �e 
communities subsequently question the development process and request 
social and environmental impact assessment to mitigate project's impact.  
When this happens, government does not take kindly to it and labels such 
dissenting voices as enemies of progress, miscreants and disgruntled 
elements who should be dealt with ruthlessly. 

Oil Bearing Communities and Oil Companies
Almost all major oil companies, all of them multinationals, as if aping one 
another, are notorious for insensitivity to their host communities 
(Calvano, 2008; UNDP, 2006).  �ey are indifferent to their host 
communities' plight even as their operations often account for the 
degeneracy of the social condition of such communities. It is not 
uncommon for these communities to accuse them of failing to adequately 
provide infrastructure such as water systems, health facilities, roads and 
electricity grids. �is situation, Calvano (2008) says, could be explained by 
the duo of stakeholder salience model and organizational life cycle 
approach. Citing Mitchell et al (1997), the stakeholder salience model 
states that the in�uence that any given stakeholder may impact on 
corporate decision making is dependent on certain variables.  �ese are 
power, legitimacy and urgency.  Stakeholders possessing these and in 
greater measure attract the most managerial attention but host 
communities especially in the Niger Delta region hardly fare well on these 
grounds. To pick on power alone, until President Jonathan assumed office 
as Nigeria's Vice President in 2007 for instance, the highest position ever 
occupied by any one from the entire Niger Delta is the President of the 
Senate which expired way back 1983.  Such has the lack of power affected 
the region that Bayelsa State where Odi is situated was part of Rivers State 
until late 1990s when a military head of state excised it to give it its current 
status of state.   Now, Niger Deltans still feel they need more states but one 
can imagine the deprivations that prevailed in the oil rich Bayelsa until it 
emerged as a state.  Even then, the Odi tragedy happened in 1999 after the 
state had been created. 
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Yet, way back in the early 1990s, the Ogoni in their Bill of Rights, lament 
that they have no representation whatsoever in institutions of the Federal 
Government of Nigeria and that successive Federal administrations 
repeatedly trampled on every minority right enshrined in the Nigerian 
Constitution.  �ey conclude that by administrative structuring and other 
noxious acts the government transferred Ogoni wealth exclusively to other 
parts of the Republic. It is probably worse for the Oron people of Akwa 
Ibom State.  In their own Bill of Rights dating back to 1999,  they state 
that they  never had their dream of belonging to a political con�guration 
of their choice realized as evident in the memoranda to the Irikefe Panel 
on State Creation in 1975, the Political Bureau of 1986-87 and the 1996 
Arthur Mbanefo Committee on States, Local Governments Creation and 
Boundary Adjustment thus showing organized efforts by the Nigerian 
State to systematically neutralize and annihilate the Oron identity, culture 
and heritage from the face of the earth.   Like the Ogoni, the Oron also 
complain of non appointment of their own into government positions.  As 
for the Ijaw, they detest the sheer balkanization of their ethnic group into 
six states of Ondo, Edo, Delta, Bayelsa, Rivers and Akwa Ibom States.  In 
all of these, they fare as minorities who suffer socio-political, economic, 
cultural and psychological deprivations even as the Federal Government 
does not reckon with the fate of their oil bearing communities. Without 
mincing words, they all yearn for the right to self determination and want 
to assume control over the natural resources in their domains. 

�e organizational life cycle approach according to Jawahar and 
McLaughlin (2001) cited by Calvano(2008) prioritizes three parameters 
for stakeholders in host communities to receive good managerial 
attention. �ese are the potential to satisfy organizational critical needs; 
satisfaction of the right needs at the right time according to the stage of 
the organization as well the fact that claims must be more important 
relative to those of other stakeholders.   What is most apparent here is that 
communities rate low on all of these except they threaten or enhance �rms' 
survival or necessitate emergency response.  In this regard, what is clear is 
that whatever relevance host communities may lay claim to  is officially 
misappropriated to, not even the State Government but the Federal 
Government which allocates oil blocks in the Niger Delta to individuals 
and oil companies arbitrarily.  �ese individuals and companies therefore 
hardly reckon with the host communities until their operations are 
threatened.  Even at that, some of them, like Shell, resort to arming 
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government security agencies against the people.  �is is how the Ogoni 
case degenerated ceaselessly and even got replicated in several other 
locations including Odi and Ugborodo. 

�is insensitivity of multinational corporations to host communities even 
gets protracted for a number of reasons.  With their intervention in the 
concerned communities, those communities often lose their unity.  �is is 
because different groups of people now nurture different and even in some 
cases, competing interests.  In fact, at the level of individuals, the situation 
is such that they may have multiple identities and their membership of the 
concerned communities may just be one such that affect their social 
interactions. 

UNDP (2006) notes that the neglect is made more obvious when their 
own staff live in estates of international standards adjacent to the deprived 
host communities. �e lifestyles of oil workers �re the feelings of 
discrimination. However According to the same report, locals blame the 
increasing incidence of prostitution and its attendant diseases such as 
HIV&AIDS on the in�ux of young girls looking for livelihoods. Local 
young women and even school girls feel the pressure to join the race for 
petro-money to raise their own standards of living. �e new economy 
leaves out those who are not connected to it. Land is lost to oil 
exploitation, while the invasion of oil workers invariably raises the local 
cost of living. Most local people lack the skills required to be employed by 
the oil companies; if they are employed at all, it is in the most menial and 
poorly paid jobs, where they suffer the indignity of seeing outsiders arrive 
to take preeminence over them in the oil industry.

�e Press and the Oil-Induced Con�icts in the Niger Delta
�e intractable nature of con�icts in the Niger Delta notwithstanding, the 
media reportage of same has not attracted what can be said to be a robust 
scholarly attention from media scholars.  Most conspicuously again, what 
this researcher reckons with as the  pioneer intervention in media inclined 
study of con�icts in Nigeria, Introduction to Con�ict Reporting (Pate, 2002) 
did not accommodate any dimension of it.  What looks like a follow-up, 
Con�ict Management and the Media in Nigeria (Yoroms and Mu'azu, 
2009) commenced the �lling of that gap with a chapter.  In it, the author, 
Igwe examines how the press has reported a set of �ve issues.  Using three 
newspapers namely, �e Guardian, �isday and Vanguard he sought to 
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examine the media's coverage of the issues of mineral land rents, 
derivation or origin principle of revenue sharing, ecological devastation of 
the region, oil companies' responsibilities to host communities as well as 
non-employment of quali�ed indigenes by the oil companies. Generally 
speaking, the press, according to Igwe “merely covered events in their 
immediacy… all the three newspapers reported oil spills, �re disasters and 
other forms of pollutions in the Niger Delta…none bothered to do a post-
disaster report…”(Igwe, 2009:239) Consequently they could not inform 
the public  on what oil companies or the government was doing or had 
done to ameliorate the situation. In other words, they chose to be 
indifferent since the excitement that may accompany con�icts ceased as 
opposed to what con�ict-sensitive journalism preaches that the media 
should endeavour to be supportive of de-escalation of con�icts through 
their thoroughness.   �e author then makes a strong submission on the 
strength of the in�uence that the press wields around the world including 
Nigeria.  He points out the fact that the press reportage of the issues of 
Niger Delta crises has been largely racy, not paying attention to details and 
contextualization which in some instances are indispensable. 

 As if to �ll the gap noted above, Don Pedro's second book, Oil in the Water: 
Crude Power and Militancy in the Niger Delta (2006) presents a variety of 
what were probably intended to serve as model stories. Describing it as the 
follow up to the previous one, she appraises it as “a collection that captures 
discord, disharmony and the searingly disruptive impact of the production 
of crude oil in the lives of the people of the Niger Delta”. She declares that 
this title is an effort “for justice today and sustainable peace 
tomorrow.”(2006: Foreword).  Like her earlier volume, this is also divided 
into sections, comprising six in all.  �ese are “A River of Tears”, “Not Yet 
the Glory”, “Active Voices”, “Voices in the Wilderness”, “Oil in the Water” 
and “Shadowing the Peace”.  One of the reports in the �rst section, “Dark 
side of the River”(2006:8-14) tells the story of the transformation of the 
capital city of Rivers State, Port Harcourt, officially celebrated as the 
fastest growing city in Africa, into a most violent city.  �e city has been 
heavily populated by the large army of deprived youths and others from 
violated rural communities. Today, the city harbours several idle hands so 
ubiquitous and dangerously so, that innocence can be said to have been 
fully �ushed off leaving a most unpleasant situation, otherwise, the dark 
side.  �e second section of the book is conspicuously marked by its full 
focus on the nation's southernmost state, Bayelsa, officially touted as the 
“Pride of the Nation”.  
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Comprising �ve stories, one of them is titled “Bayelsa: Not yet Pride of the 
Nation”(60-64) as if to  retort to the said official slogan. �is report 
narrates the unique unpleasant circumstances of the state in forms of 
unstable rulership, low level of development and marginalization by both 
the federal authorities and the oil companies with regards to location of 
infrastructural facilities.  A spokesman for Shell simplistically reasons that 
his company has liaison officers in all the places of its operations and that 
was enough for their presence.  One can therefore imagine the reality of 
indifference of the oil companies to the host communities. �e third 
section of the volume is title “Active Voices”.  �is is dedicated to a few of 
the young visible Niger-Deltans who have been relentlessly articulate on 
the issues of the oil-rich but depraved Niger-Delta.   �e section is 
essentially a selection of major interviews that Don Pedro conducted for 
each of these individuals.  �ey are Mujahid Dokubo-Asari, Felix 
Tuodolo, Asume Osuoka, Anabs Sara-Igbe and Judith Asuni.  �e third 
section of the book, “Voices in the Wilderness” complements the previous 
one.  Unlike the previous one focusing on the manifestly angry young 
ones, this section harbours another �ve but relatively more matured 
individuals who seemed to have endured the struggle much more.  �ese 
include Alfred Ilenre and Joseph Evah who, for instance were 
contemporaries of late Ken Saro-Wiwa.  Two others are Roland Ekperi 
and Fanti Wariyai.  �e �fth is Pat Utomi, scholar, businessman and 
former presidential aspirant.  �e �fth section apparently considered by 
the author as overarching is also titled “Oil in the Water”, also the title of 
the collection.  �e section symbolically opens with some three 
photographs.  �e �rst is that of late Ken Saro-wiwa followed by that of 
the pillar erected in Oloibiri in commemoration of the discovery of oil in 
1956 while the third is the image of a row of houses razed down by �re 
apparently stoked during one of the many oil-induced violent con�icts.   
One of the stories that make up the section, “Fear and Loathing in Warri” 
opens with some lines of suggestive poetry:

How many years will it take till he knows 
that too many people have died
�e answer my friends, is blowing in the wind
�e answer is blowing in the wind
(Blowing in the wind, Bob Dylan)
(Don Pedro, 2006:179)
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�e report focuses on the concerns of the people of Delta State locally and 
internationally with regards to resource management by the political 
leadership even as the oil companies were not helping matters.  Section 
Six titled “Shadowing the Peace” parades reports that are interestingly 
futuristic.  One of them “Avoiding the 'Niger Delta Problem' in Ondo” 
(250-255) essentially summarizes the major problems of oil exploration 
and exploitation in the Niger Delta which should be avoided in Ondo so it 
will not have the same experience following the discovery of vast deposit 
of bitumen there.  

How Did Odi Fare?
Odi, with a pre-1999 population of 60,000, is located on River Nun in 
Bayelsa State.  More than any other incident, the army invasion of Odi in 
1999, which heavily decimated the population earned it an unprecedented 
visibility.  �e Odi massacre, as it later came to be known as popularized by 
the media, was an attack carried out on November 20, 1999, on the 
predominantly Ijaw town.�e immediate cause of the attack was the 
killing of seven policemen who had been sent to Odi to investigate an 
alleged plan by some Ijaw youths to destabilize Lagos following an earlier 
clash between some Ijaw youths and some members of the Yoruba youth 
group, Oodua Peoples Congress, OPC. Following the killing of these 
policemen by a group of unknown militants, government deployed 
military operatives to overrun the community, thus leading to the killing 
of innocent citizens.  �e Defence Minister then, Gen �eophilus 
Danjuma, clari�ed the real reason behind the invasion of Odi at an 
ECOWAS ministerial conference shortly afterwards.  According to him, 
it was done to protect lives and property particularly the oil platforms, �ow 
stations, operating rig terminals and pipelines, re�neries and power 
installations in the Niger Delta. Odi is an oil community with three 
capped oil wells controlled by Shell (http://www.eraction.org/ 
publications/silence.pdf ).  One may well ask: At what cost were the said 
lives and properties forcibly protected with soldiers' violent invasion of the 
community?
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Research Questions
1) What is the dominant pattern of newspapers' coverage of the Odi 

1999 con�ict?
2) What are the issues arising from the pattern of newspapers' coverage 

of the Odi 1999 con�ict?
3) In what ways did the selected newspapers manifest the consciousness 

for con�ict- sensitive journalism and the place of media in multi-track 
diplomacy? 

Research Design
�e descriptive research design was adopted for this study given that it 
aimed at investigating the dominant trend in the press coverage of oil-
induced con�icts in relation to con�ict sensitivity.

Here, content analysis method was adopted to collect data for this study. 
Content analysis is the most appropriate method for collecting the data 
required for analysis in this study because it as a method of studying and 
analyzing communication content in a systematic, objective and 
quantitative manner for the purpose of  measuring variables (Kerlinger, 
cited in Wimmer and Dominick, 2000).  Content analysis assists with 
studies involving sifting through large volumes of data and with relative 
ease in a systematic fashion. It can be a useful device for discovering and 
describing the focus of individual, group, institutional, or social attention 
(Weber, 1990). It also allows inferences to be made.

Population
�e study population comprised newspapers that have published 
consistently in Nigeria for no fewer than ten years, demonstrating strong 
commitment to what is largely perceived to be a challenging business 
sector. �ey are also listed by the Nigerian Press Council, NPC, on its 
website, www.nigeriapresscouncil.gov.ng. Every registered title in Nigeria 
with a record of consistent production is expected to be on the 
organization's list as members.   Purposive sampling was subsequently 
applied to decide on the three titles selected for this study. �e newspapers 
were con�rmed, as earlier stated, to have ownership ties to the Niger Delta.  
�ey have therefore deliberately elected to consistently accord relatively 
stronger attention to the Niger Delta region issues.  
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Sample and Sampling Technique
From the population described above, a sample of three newspapers was 
purposively selected on account of their regularity, philosophy and 
ownership with obvious commitment to Niger Delta affairs. �ey are: 
�isday
�e Observer
Vanguard.

Sampling Procedure
�e choice newspapers are a representative group of  �isday, �e Observer 
and Vanguard, as part of newspapers listed by the Nigerian Press Council.  
�e choice of the newspapers has been informed by their regularity over 
the years.  Again, for both Vanguard and �isday, not only have they been 
regular, the publishers of these titles are also Niger Deltans who are 
supposed to have more than a passing interest in the issues of Niger Delta 
and therefore better coverage than most other newspapers.  More 
interesting is the fact that Vanguard newspaper, though a self proclaimed 
national news publication pioneered the dedication of pages to Niger 
Delta called “Niger Delta News” No less important is the fact that �isday 
pioneered consistent development reporting with its weekly dedicated 
pages called “Development Pages” which has enabled it to report, in fuller 
details, issues of bothering on the environment, con�ict and others such as 
may arise most frequently from the Niger Delta. 

�e unique importance of �e Observer is in the fact that being published 
by the government of Edo State in the Niger Delta region, it is 
headquartered in Benin. It therefore appears to be capable of deploying 
adequate size of reportorial team to cover developments that may arise in 
the region any time even for investigative enterprise that may span weeks.  
All the news pages including the front and back pages, feature pages, 
editorial pages opinion pages including sections dedicated to letters to the 
editor have been thoroughly examined in each of all the listed newspapers 
in line with the systematic requirement of the content analysis method. 

Editions of three months, including, November 1999, the month of the 
con�ict in focus as well the month immediately before and after were 
studied.
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Instrumentation
�e instruments were: the coding schedule, Focus Group Discussions 
(FGDs) moderator`s guide and the interview guide. 

�e Coding Schedule
A nine-item coding schedule was adapted (http://envirocom.�les. 
wordpress.com/2007/02/appendix-4-content-analysis-coding-
schedule.pdf ) as the major instrument to elicit data from the selected 
editions of the newspapers. 

Content Categories
A coding schedule was developed in analyzing selected editorial items 
with the following content categories:
i. Type of item (news/feature/opinion/editorial);
ii. Source (investigative/releases/press conference);
iii. news de�ners/actors in the article;
iv. language/tone of story (sensational, temperate, conciliatory or 

confrontational)

Units of Analysis
�e units of analysis for this study were news stories, features, opinions 
including letters to the editor and editorials published on the con�icts in 
the selected period.  �e news stories were chosen because they constitute 
the core components of the newspapers. Features are longer informative 
reports, often accompanied by photographs and or illustrations.  �ey 
should, ideally, not be opinionated either, like news stories.  Opinions are 
authored by individuals from within and without newspaper houses but 
their publication are subjected to the supposed professional whims of the 
management of the newspaper houses concerned. As for editorials, they 
express the position of the publishing organization as a whole. 

Findings
�e study of the three selected newspapers for this study revealed that a 
total of 144 editorial items relevant were published throughout the 
concerned months of October, November and December 1999.   Of the 
whole, a whopping 133 were news stories; feature stories were six in 
number; there were two opinion articles while there was only one editorial.  
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�e sources of these editorial items were also conspicuously dominated by 
statements and speeches while investigation did not feature at all.  
Directly below here is the tabulated summary of the �ndings.

Number and Distribution of Stories Published During the Period of 
Study.

Types/Varieties of Articles

Sources of Editorial Items
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Relating Findings with Research Questions

1) What is the general pattern of coverage of Odi con�ict of 1999 by the 
selected media?

It will be recalled that the �rst objective of this study is to examine the 
listed newspapers' coverage of the concerned con�icts. Most 
conspicuous is the similarity in the pattern of coverage by the three 
newspapers betraying what this researcher is tempted to describe as a 
bandwagon trend. �e noted similarities cut across several dimensions of 
the contents of the newspapers. First, a most conspicuous feature of this 
is the fact that the month of the con�ict in focus consistently recorded far 
more publications and in form of news stories than other months in all of 
the selected newspapers.  VANGUARD published the highest number 
of relevant editorial items totaling 77 while THISDAY and 
VANGUARD had 42 and 25 respectively.   Strikingly, the Odi incident   
got the strongest attention from THE OBSERVER.  �is con�ict 
happened weeks after the newly elected governments had just assumed 
power at both the federal and state levels including the owner-state of 
Edo.  �e newspaper, like other government agencies may therefore just 
have been freshly resourced by the owner-government.  On the other 
hand, the management may deliberately have strengthened the 
performance of the newspaper to give visibility to a democracy-friendly 
conduct of exposing evils in the society including those perpetrated by 
government organs like the military as it happened in Odi. In other 
words, the enhanced reportage could be one of the early dividends of 
democracy to the audience of the newspaper.  �is may not have been 
possible under a military government as the owner as such could amount 
to self-indictment. In actual reality, military government has the 
notoriety of having little or no tolerance for free press.  

�e trend extended beyond the distribution of the stories. �e sources of 
the editorial items smack of the same trend.  �e three newspapers 
derived all their publications mostly from statements and speeches. As 
for the news de�ners/actors, the dominance of the Federal Government 
is rather overbearing.  �e combined efforts of the state governments, 
local government and the oil communities are no match to those of the 
Federal Government which was more or less a party to the con�ict.  
Today however, with the restoration of democracy in Nigeria and 
gradual return to the rule of law combined with the enactment, in 2011, 
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of the Freedom of Information Act, FOIA, communities can probably 
get to be better heard these days in the press and even in the online media 
especially via the less formal platforms of blogs, social media platforms 
and listservs which may not be any less well received than well managed 
websites.   

A newspaper like VANGUARD with dedicated pages for Niger Delta 
can also probably get to publish more stories from the communities in 
future as opposed to the period under study. Since 1995, apparently 
realizing that the killing of the Ogoni Nine was the beginning of a long 
struggle with oil-induced social, economic and further judicial 
complications, Vanguard had decided to commit pages 6 and 7 of every 
edition, on daily basis, to reports from the Niger Delta.  It is called “Niger 
Delta News”.    One was tempted to think that an initiative of this nature 
from a newspaper could help it to cultivate some mutual trust with the 
people of the region being favoured. So, this particular medium may 
stand a better chance to do more investigative reports than they had 
always done as manifest in the three papers across the three incidents.  
But this has not re�ected in Vanguard in all of the editions examined for 
this study. 

2) What are the issues arising from the pattern noted
�e question here speci�cally requires a clear determination of the scope 
of coverage and analysis of the speci�ed oil-induced con�icts by the 
selected media.  In all the three titles, a total of 144 editorial items were 
found relevant.   

When examined, it would be discovered that for all of the three 
newspapers, November recorded overall highest number of publications 
than other months. �is is because November was the month in which 
the con�ict in question happened. �is signals the fact that the 
newspapers rose to duty so well during what could be described as 
exciting moments or situations such as the con�icts presented.  

�e distribution of the stories again shows that the editors of the 
newspapers, are not in any way conscious of the demands of con�ict-
sensitive journalism nor that of the centrality of the press to the rest 
tracks of multi-track diplomacy.  �e picture in the tables above are such 
that there is a very dramatic or sharp difference between the articles 
published in the month of the con�ict than the month immediately 
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before or immediately after.  One can therefore imagine what happens in 
the relatively distant months before and or after the peak months.  
  
�e conspicuous signal here is that the select newspapers for this study 
focus more on fresh reports that readily qualify as news stories.  �ese, 
they tend to prefer to other varieties of articles that derive from efforts, in 
some cases of more than individuals, spanning days, weeks or months.  
Such time consuming editorial assignments often turn out to be 
de�nitely more comprehensive with multiple dimensions capable of 
deepening the understanding of the journalists and audiences alike.  �is 
even extends to those of other media professionals after all other media 
constitute veritable sources of stories for the media.  

Perhaps more striking is the unique requirement of a few of the types of 
the editorial items identi�ed. Feature reports for instance may include 
interviews, descriptive reports and reporters' diaries.  �e last two may 
task the reporter's capability for conducting interview even as interview 
constitutes an independent variety.  However, conducting any media 
interview at all requires some measure of prior knowledge of the subject 
in question. Impliedly, the interviewer must seek to acquire some 
knowledge of it before seeking to build on this for himself as well as his 
audiences.  �e three newspapers for this study are scanty in this regard 
as evident in the table on categorization of articles.  

3) In what ways did the selected newspapers manifest the consciousness for 
con�ict- sensitive journalism and the place of media in multi-track 
diplomacy?

Con�ict-sensitive journalism pre-supposes that the media should be 
supportive of con�ict management.  �is is by way of ensuring adequate 
coverage for early warning signals to alert appropriate interventions.  
�ey should also provide sufficient but insightful coverage devoid of 
rather unprofessional sensationalism during con�icts in addition to 
doing well to monitoring post-con�ict transformation.  It also insists on 
good journalism which should provide for diverse perspectives on 
reports, serve as emotional outlet, platform for consensus building and 
balance of power. 

From all the major tables resultant from the content analysis method 
applied in this study, certain facts stand out most incontrovertibly.  First 
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is that more editorial items got published at the peak of con�icts than 
any other period. �ese comprised mostly of news, deriving from 
speeches of con�icting parties and some other opposing parties in forms 
of warnings, threats and reactions.  �is character or feature cuts across 
the three newspapers on all the three selected con�icts.

On Wednesday November 10, 1999, not only did Vanguard lead the 
edition for that day with the story “State of emergency soon in N-Delta-
FG” it accompanied it  with yet another “anger-stirring” story on the 
anniversary of the killing of Ogoni Nine.  It was titled “Ogonis lament 
woes …Four years after Saro-Wiwa” .  �e following Monday, 
November 15, 1999 the same newspaper led with a story that sought to 
reinforce the one of Wednesday November 10, 1999. It was titled 
“Tension hightens (sic) in Bayelsa/ 2000 Ijaw youths mobilized against 
armed attack/ Women, children evacuated from Odi village”.   Beyond 
Odi, newspapers' seeming celebration of con�icts in the Niger Delta is 
rather conspicuous. A classical example is perhaps page 6 of Friday 
November 6 edition of Vanguard. Out of �ve stories on that page, Niger-
Delta News page, four were on con�icts.  �e page led with “Tension 
rises after Ekpan, Ubeji youths clash”. Other reports: “Rival Ijaw groups 
in leadership tussle”; “Police arrest 10 youths for organizing rally”. 
Groups �ay attack on Ajagbodudu”

�e inequity in the distribution of news actors/de�ners is even more 
acute than the composition of editorial items. �e Federal government 
which has the highest frequency in the list recorded more than double 
that of the second highest as shown in  table VIII above.  In what appears 
as reinforcement, the Federal Government also ranked highest in respect 
of mentions in the stories and analyses.  

�is is further complemented by the urban-lopsidedness of the dateline 
or origin of the editorial items with Abuja and Lagos ranking next in 
position to those from the entire Niger Delta spanning nine whole states. 

Discussion of Findings
Number and Distribution of Stories:
�e most conspicuous message from the tables illustrating the number 
and distribution of the relevant editorial items con�rm some age old 
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scholarly �ndings.  Most prominent here is that the media focus on the 
con�ict when they were most visible or attractive Bratic, Ross and Kang-
Graham, 2008; Yoroms and Mu'azu, 2009; Obijofor 2010; Isola 2010; 
Hansen, 1996). Isola (2010) particularly elucidates clearly that con�ict 
has come to be perceived by the newsroom as a normal element of the 
news as being constantly cultivated even by journalism schools.  �is is 
why stories with con�ict dimension or traces easily hit the headlines 
across the print and the broadcast media.  Citing Tehranian (1996) he 
further reckons that the press is as attractive to con�icts as magnet 
attracts iron.  He adds that Baumann and Siebert (2001) further argue 
that the press has the capacity to impact con�ict pre-emotively, 
restoratively and could even function as mediators. 

In another breath, Bratic et al (2008) assert that journalism is another 
competitive business driven by pro�t.  �is explains its (journalism) 
event driven, drama seeking and con�ict-oriented reporting.   �ey 
reckon that a major question driving the practice, as in conventional 
merchandise is the 'sellability' of the product.  �e logic therefore is that 
since con�ict is often accompanied by its own self recommending drama, 
it presents a better deal to the complexity of peace process. No less 
important is the fact that the round-the-clock working of the media 
readily lends itself to the reporting of momentary events making them 
ignore contexts and other details that may enhance the audiences' 
understanding of the issues being reported.  

�e pressure of deadline coupled with the competition to be the �rst to 
break the big story, stimulate journalists to focus on con�ict trends rather 
than reporting the details of what led to con�icts.  Within the shortest 
possible time, any available reporter may be instructed to go and cover 
events including con�icts.  Such a reporter and even his editor may not 
have sufficient useful background or idea of the issues and events.  �e 
reporter, while on the legwork, would need to consult sources that may 
not be neutral even as he may use his own discretion to make choices of 
sources.  Such sources may have sympathy for a particular faction within 
a group involved in the con�ict in question hence the agenda of his 
preferred faction is what would be presented or better still promoted in 
the media interview he gives.  
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In some other respect still, media organizations may �nd reports on 
some con�icts irresistible for publication.  However, they may not have 
resources to deploy reporters to the scene.  �ey therefore end up relying 
on the reports of new agencies like AFP and Reuters laden with the 
biases of the social and economic interests of their owner countries.  And 
these are organizations that are not infallible either. So what happens in 
the event of a discovery of slips and retraction by the original publisher?

Still on the frequency tables and the accompanying charts, the framing 
theory presumes that the prevalent media will focus attention on 
newsworthy events and place them within a sphere of meaning 
(Frameworks Institute, 2002). Further, a framing effect is said to 
manifest when, in the course of describing an issue or event, a speaker's 
emphasis on a subset of potentially relevant considerations causes 
individuals to focus on these considerations when constructing their 
opinions (Druckman, 2001). In agreement with all of these assertions is 
the fact that for each of the three newspapers, the very months the 
con�icts in focus happened recorded more publications. 

�e contrastingly scanty coverage recorded in the months before and 
after the con�icts in focus happened readily brought to fore two different 
lanes of vital professional and scholarly proclamations. First are the 
journalism practice inclined projections by the duo of McDougal (1977) 
and Mckiben (1991) which the picture presented by the �ndings of this 
study contrasts with. McDougal, the author of �e Interpretative 
Reporting, otherwise referred to as the reporters' Bible, states that for the 

threst of the century (the 20  century) the most signi�cant journalistic 
assignment probably increasingly would be what already is known as the 
Survival Story.  Such a story would focus on how to provide enough 
energy for the ever-growing human race without degrading the planet to 
the point where it is uninhabitable. According to him, there will be 
incidents such as have multiplied extensively in the Niger Delta. �ese 
would include oil slicks, leakages of radioactive and other dangerous 
material, controversial oil and gas pipelines, community protests and so 
forth.   

Mckiben(1991) also predicted that no story would outshine 
environmental stories in due course with the likelihood of (�ve)5-degree 
increases in temperature in few decades as foreseen by researchers on 
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greenhouse effect.  �is is because millions of species would be wiped 
out. Consequently, reporters may soon be engaging with issues 
traditionally left for nature writers and others.  �ese projections sound 
alarming enough but not sufficiently perhaps to trigger the right push for 
strong environmental reporting in Nigeria which could have reasonably 
passed for early warning signals on the multiplying con�icts in the oil 
communities of the Niger Delta.  �e media in Nigeria, till date, are yet 
to accord the reporting of the environment the attention it deserves 
(ERA, 2010)

Constituting the scholarly proclamation is the gatekeeping theory.   
Propounded in 1947 by psychologist Kurt Lewin, it is a descriptive 
theory that focuses on the process of culling and crafting countless bits of 
information into limited measure or number of messages that reach 
people at any particular time.  �e said process determines not only 
which information is selected also what the contents and nature of 
messages should be.  �e theory summarizes the various forces involved 
as news professionals make decisions about what messages will 
ultimately make it to the audience.

�e theory is about the process in which messages are created from, say, 
information about events that have passed through certain gates and 
changed over time (Shoemaker and Vos, 2009). Consequently, some 
parts of the said information make it to front pages of newspapers, others 
land on the inside pages or middle of newscast while some others still, are 
dumped.  In some other respects, some media may report some events, 
while others may not report the same event at all. According to 
Shoemaker and Vos (2009) gatekeeping starts when a communication 
worker forms the information about an event into a message and this is 
the �rst gate.  �e reality of it manifests perhaps the most when some 
news media decide to cover certain events and or issues in similar 
manner in a particularly diverse and rich information environment, or 
even differently. With this, the duo has since, beyond the original 
postulation by Lewin (1947) managed to identify �ve different levels of 
gatekeeping in the media.  �ese are individual level, communication 
routine, organizational, social institution and social system. McNelly 
(1959, cited by Shoemaker and Vos, 2009) had introduced the notion of 
multilevel gatekeepers including editors and reporters. 
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Fig. 3 A diagrammatic representation of the theory. 
(Source: http://communication theory. org/ gatekeeping-theory/)

In the diagram above, N1, 2, 3,and 4 are all potential news items for 
publishing having originated from reporters symbolized with N. 
Following the processing by the various decision makers as earlier 
mentioned ranging �rst from the �rst set of gatekeepers being the 
reporters through line editors and other editors only N2and 3 made it to 
the audience symbolized with M.  

�e implication of this on the part of the �ndings in this study is that the 
total number of editorial items published at any given time did not 
represent the number available in the �rst instance. In particular, the early 
warning signals and allied issues of the environment of all of the con�icts 
may never have been given the deserved attention by any of the three 
newspapers.  �us, those who could probably rise up to the challenge of 
transforming the con�icts-tracks of diplomacy- would have been 
constrained to make do with only the information  made available by the 
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journalists through their respective media.  Ironically, these are the same 
set of professionals who, according to Isola (2010) have come to reckon 
with con�icts as more or less a normal feature of their professional 
practice.

Varieties of Editorial Items
Next to the frequency table above is the study's presentation of the 
categorization of the relevant editorial items.  �e four categories of the 
editorial items identi�ed and analyzed in this study have helped this study 
to make more meaning from the identi�ed sources of the articles.  For 
instance, if news stories-one of the categories- are breaking stories, it is 
only logical that they derive from public statements or speeches, press 
conferences and spot interviews that are just happening. None of these 
requires prolonged efforts including extensive prior research such as 
investigations and issue based or personality interviews may do.  Simply 
put:  the extent to which breaking stories could avail other tracks of 
diplomacy with the needed measure of insightfulness that may help with 
con�ict transformation is limited.

Not only did they not seem to be mitigation-supportive, they might have 
been largely hateful as have been in some cases in the past. Isola (2010) 
identi�es hate contents as a major defect of contemporary news media 
citing radio as the worst offender often used to deploy hate speeches.  
Referring extensively to Gardner (2001) he recalls that hate speeches had 
been used by Nazi in Germany to whip up racial hatred and prepare the 
ground for the Holocaust.  More recent cases are those of Rwanda and the 
Yugoslavia.  �e newspapers are not better, he adds, noting in particular 
that election reporting constitutes some peculiar task to the media.  Every 
individual reporter may likely be sympathetic to certain biases even as they 
may also be under pressure or inducement to tilt their reports in favour of 
certain views or persuasion. �is situation may actually threaten the 
reporter's integrity and even the job. �e best thing for the reporter 
however is to always be loyal to his conscience as much as the ethical codes 
will always recommend. More speci�cally, the source classi�cation table 
directly above here also reveals an absolutely low attention to 
investigation. 

In like manner, THE OBSERVER, in its December 30, 1999 edition after 
the Odi tragedy gave a whole page to “100 reasons why we want to control 
our resources” as researched by an interest group.  �is is a newspaper that 
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never deemed it �t to ascertain the veracity or otherwise of the “100 
reasons…” before and even after the Odi incident of November 20, 1999.  
So combative in presentation, a columnist of the same newspaper, THE 
OBSERVER, Dan Umoru, while recounting his experience in an 
organized tour to Odi in the newspaper's edition of Wednesday 
November 24, 1999 also titled it “Day journalists stormed Odi” as if that 
was another round of attack. 

In addition were the opinions written by two of VANGUARD'S regular 
columnists in the December 8, 1999 and December 19, 1999 respectively.  
�e former, by Mideno Bayagbon, is titled “Obasanjo's Odi misadventure” 
while the latter by Owei Lakemfa is titled “After Odi, the Army goes 
marching on”.  Among others, Bayagbon argues that “Soldiers sent on a 
slave's errand had behaved true to type subjugating their rationality and 
humanity…” He went on to ask: “Do they sincerely think that this 
crushing of an ant with a sledge-hammer is the solve-all-solution to the 
Niger Delta question?” 

Again on Monday November 22, 1999, the same newspaper published an 
editorial titled “�e Presidency's threat against Bayelsa”. A rather terse, 
nine-paragraph piece only cautions the Federal Government against 
carrying out the planned army attack while also faulting some other 
perspectives of the same government as if to incense it. 

As stated earlier, the coverage of the con�icts manifests overwhelmingly 
in the form of news stories. Indeed, it is even more shockingly so with 
Vanguard.  Apparently because it deemed Niger Delta as deserving more 
attention than ever before, as disturbing situations multiplied in the 
region, it decided in 1999, to dedicate two pages(speci�cally, pages 6and7) 
on daily basis, to “Niger Delta News”. But again, these extra two pages 
were �lled with news reports hardly different from those featured on other 
pages about Niger Delta. Investigative reports were still not deemed as 
signi�cant additions. �e newspaper did not publish insightful interviews 
either nor did it publish feature reports about the con�icts that could avail 
other components of the multi-track diplomacy system meaningful clues 
for the management of the con�icts in the region. Yet, the newspaper 
readily conceded parts of those two additional pages to advertisements 
from time to time. 
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In its Wednesday December 1, 1999 edition for instance, page 6 contained 
six stories while page 7 had �ve stories totaling 11. �e lead story on that 
page “Presidency urged to seek approval of legislature before troops' 
deployment” is a report of some deliberations on the �oor of the House of 
Representatives in Abuja the previous day on the Odi incident. 
Furthermore, for each of the so-called dedicated pages on Monday 
December 6, Tuesday Dec 7 and Wednesday December 8, it was the same 
outlook. �e Monday December 6 edition for instance had 10 news stories 
with a quarter of a page advertisement on page 7. �e following day, there 
were nine news stories in all with page 7  parading, this time,  three-
quarter of a page advertisement leaving only the remaining quarter to 
news.  On Wednesday December 8, there were nine stories even as there 
was a half page advertisement. It may be interesting to note that the 
advertisements did not have any special relevance to the region.  �e 
advertisement published on Wednesday December 8, 1999 for instance 
was in respect of plots of land for sale at Victoria Garden City, VGC, in 
Lagos State.  �is introduction of “Niger Delta News” therefore fell short 
of what other tracks of diplomacy could use to transform con�icts.  

Another major implication of the data presented in the preceding chapter 
is that because the selected press' coverage of con�icts generally 
emphasized news reports, they have been found to be lacking in details 
with little or no back grounding to boost the readers' understanding of the 
issues, nor to support the management of the con�icts by the other tracks 
of diplomacy.   �e level of understanding of the issues in question by the 
reporters and the editors which should guide the information they sought 
to feed the audience may therefore not be sufficient.  �is is because they 
appropriated the lion share of their attention to news reports deriving 
from public statements/ speeches.  �is contrasts with thorough 
investigations providing for equitable representation for all sides to 
issue(s) in question as stipulated by con�ict-sensitive reporting and even 
by the preceding, less emphatic peace journalism (Howard, 2009; Lynch, 
2008; Howard 2003)  �is also undermines  multi-track diplomacy in 
which the centrality of media and communication cannot be emphasized.  
�is is because once there is no mediated information to work with for the 
remaining eight tracks, it is a brick wall with no promise of progress for 
con�ict management moves.  
 
On the Dominance of Statements and Speeches as News Sources
�is lack of multifarious sources of the editorial items' contents 
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constituted serious vacuum as far as con�ict-sensitivity is concerned. It is 
more particularly so in the case of the oil- induced con�icts in the Niger 
Delta where the youths and the women for instance, may get differently 
involved in con�icts. And although the study's �ndings have revealed that 
the women constituted major stakeholders in the con�icts in question, the 
media reportage of their views is insigni�cant. �is strongly drew the 
researcher's attention to the gender-insensitivity of Nigerian newsrooms 
over the years till date. 

�is stance of the press is replica of the public sphere of the medieval 
period in Europe even as that appeared to present some improvement on 
the situation in the preceding middle age.  �e medieval Europe was 
characterized by the public sphere phenomenon, providing abundant free 
space for public discourses. (Habermas, 1989). �e public sphere concept 
describes a phenomenon in medieval Europe characterized by the coming 
together of individuals to freely discuss and identify societal problems.  
�rough such discussions they in�uenced political actions. Way back then, 
the participation of women had also been noted to be very low.  In the 
selected media for this study, not only were women's voices heavily 
discounted as against those of men, most reported comments on the oil-
induced con�icts in the Niger Delta communities were attributed to the 
Federal Government. �is clearly showed complete lack of conscious 
efforts by the press to undertake independent investigations into issues 
relating to the matters in focus for this study outside of the readily 
available press statements, spot interviews and fallouts from facility tours 
organized by oil companies and so forth.  It further validates Habermas' 
(1989) claim of the concentration of visible public commentators in the 
urban location or cities even as the public interest they purportedly take on 
may transcend the cities in some other different forms.  

�e unevenness that runs through all the major dimensions of editorial 
items examined here is what con�ict-sensitive journalism is seeking to 
address and even add more value to. �is is by ensuring that quality 
attention is equally paid to language use (avoidance of hate expressions) so 
that no party feels shortchanged and aggrieved.  �is will not only 
enhance the primary role of the media to fundamentally inform but 
equally assist con�ict experts as well as policy makers and implementers 
with insightful pre, during and post-con�ict updates that are 
indispensable to transformation of con�icts.
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Most instructively, Don Pedro (2005) on her Acknowledgement page, 
registers the deepening effect that feature stories such as hers, published as 
books could impact on journalists' and readers' understanding:  “�is 
work also moves in easy response to a desire by a witness to …some of the 
major developments in the Niger Delta region, a classic example of a place 
everyone knows but few wish to deal with in any deep sense… It �ows in 
direct response to requests for copies of my reports on the troubled Niger 
Delta from people and organizations within and outside Nigeria.”  Don 
Pedro's deep understanding of the oil bearing communities' issues is 
conspicuously manifest in her feature reports published largely in �e 
Guardian newspaper in two volumes.  She makes each of them focus 
separately on the environment on one hand and con�icts on the other even 
as the two themes overlap in many. 

Conclusions
In line with the objectives and the research questions of the study, the 
following conclusions have been drawn: 

a) �ere is a conspicuous bandwagon trend among Nigerian daily 
newspapers with regards to con�ict reporting.  All of them seem to 
adopt the same disposition.

b) �ere is a conspicuous absence of investigative reporting in all the 
selected media with regards to Odi con�ict. 

c)  �e press reportage of the Odi con�ict of 1999 is largely bereft of 
con�ict sensitivity as angry comments and reactions are freely 
reported with reporters and editors seemingly unmindful of the likely 
effect on the larger society.

d)  �e journalists based in the Niger Delta, often tasked to cover oil-
induced con�icts, were largely general beat oriented ones who also had 
to grapple with several assignments at the same time and had to 
prioritize often not in favour of con�icts.  �is was coupled with the 
fact that con�ict reporting as an emerging knowledge area is not what 
they were �rmly grounded in. Suffering similar fate were related issues 
of the environment and gender. 
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 Recommendations
Based on the �ndings of this study, this researcher hereby recommends as 
follows:
a) Given that the basic purpose of evaluation exercise in most projects is 

to identify how improvements can be achieved on any task, editors or 
newspaper managements generally should institutionalize 
evaluation of their respective media's contents from time to time.  
�e outcome of the evaluation should be shared with relevant 
experts to make for better performance in future.

b) Editors should reckon that some developments, like intractable 
con�icts such as oil-induced con�icts are, require special 
professional attention or approach.  �ey should therefore offer 
appropriate leadership to their reporters.  �ey should endeavour to 
be thorough and undertake independent investigations of all story 
clues and opinions contributed by external writers to avoid in�aming 
passions.

c) Editors and reporters need to recognize the peculiarity of con�ict 
reporting and accord them the deserved professional attention.

d) Editors and reporters should take advantage of freely offered 
relevant training and re-training opportunities in forms of 
journalism fellowships and internships.

e) Media organizations should consider collaborating with one 
another on the training and re-training of their staff. 

f ) Educational institutions offering mass communication or 
journalism should consider running series of re-orientation 
programmes from time to time for the relevant faculty members.  
�is is to enable them deepen their understanding of newly 
emerging strands of the practice for onward transmission to the 
trainee communicators under them.  In particular, the institutions 
should immediately begin to implement the con�ict- sensitive 
journalism curriculum designed by UNESCO.

g) Informed independent stakeholders like the Nigeria Union of 
Journalists, Nigerian Guild of Editors and relevant non NGOs 
should accord more importance to undertaking media monitoring 
and evaluation on critical issues such as con�icts.  �ey should also 
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make the outcome of such exercise public as a kind of advice and 
appropriate action before it is too late. 

h) Growth and development measures should be instituted for socio-
economic groups at the grassroots, especially in communities 
hosting industrial concerns like the oil multinationals.  �is should 
include making, at least, their functionaries learn basic information 
handling skills including user generated media contents 
development as well as media relations. 

i) Civil society groups, who specialize in working with grassroots 
organizations, especially communities hosting industrial concerns, 
should endeavour to reckon with information handling and possibly 
media relations as indispensable components of the curriculum they 
run for them. 

j) Community leaders and activists should earnestly begin to populate 
the internet with user-generated contents following the digital 
technology informed radicalization of media-audience relationship 
(no longer unidirectional).  �is would make them to be reasonably 
visible even if they cannot match the rival government and the 
industrial concerns' efforts.
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CHAPTER THREE

Towards a Culture of 
Conflict Sensitivity: Group 
cum Ethnic Profiling in the 
Media Reportage of 
Nasarawa State Violent 
Crises (2012 - 2013)

Background to the Study: Journalism in Con�ict Context
�e centrality of the media in the con�ict transformation process has aptly 
been captured in the multitrack diplomacy developed by Louis Diamond 
and John McDonald in 1991. �is presents the media as the axle on which 
the wheel of the con�ict management process revolves; as it serves as the 
meeting point of the eight other tracks. Within the Nigerian scenario, the 
prevalence of ethno-religious con�icts, with a fair share in the post-
independence period, presents a daunting challenge to the media 
regarding its relevance in con�ict transformation through its reportage. 
�e importance of the media track has thus led to several studies on the 
role of journalists in con�ict situation and its impact in de-escalating or 
enhancing tension and violence within troubled contexts. �e 
conceptualisation of the media's relevance in con�ict context was 
pioneered by Johan Galtung (1998) with the contrasting of peace 
journalism against war journalism. For Galtung, peace journalism 
advocates a proactive approach to con�ict reportage in which emphasis is 
placed on transforming con�ict for human progress (see du Toit, 2014), 
while war (adopted to mean violence prone reportage in this study)¹ 
journalism entails reports which tend towards violence, propaganda, elite 
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¹�e study adopts the term con�ict as encapsulating both violent and nonviolent scenarios 
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promotion and victory of one party over the other (see McGoldrick, 
2006). As Jake Lynch asserted, con�ict reportage is always value laden; 
and thus when its approach is positive, it is peace journalism while a 
negative approach is war (or con�ict) journalism (Ahlsen, 2013). 

Source: Institute for Multitrack Diplomacy (IMTD)
See www.netuni.nl/courses/con�ict1/week3/3.6_week.html

In advancing the quest for a model of con�ict reportage that is focused on 
the mitigation of its (con�ict's) negative outlook, peace journalism can be 
considered as both a theory and tool for journalists and researchers on 
con�ict reporting. �eoretically, it involves journalists serving as neutral 
and objective disseminators of information in a symbiotic relationship 
with the society (Ahlsen, 2013, White 2008).�is objectivity derives from 
continuous reference to 'norms of universal rational supervision' from the 
early stages of the print culture in Europe (Barnhurst and Nerone, 2009; 
Tumber,2009). �is is no less important in an era in which the digital 
media is perceived as the harbinger of fake news and hate speeches, 
resulting in a reverse perception of the media as con�ict drivers. Peace  
journalism seeks probes into the who, what, where, when, why and how of 
the con�ict cycle, and this is why it is an important tract in diplomatic and 
non-adversarial interventions. For example, a reportage on physical 
violence could dig deep into asking the 'why' questions around the social 
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processes and structures responsible for understanding the violence 
(Ahlsen, 2013; du Toit, 2014). Suffice it to state that 'the why' question has 
been captured as the most difficult to answer because of the need to retain 
readership (Ahlsen 2013), as the journalist navigates the complexities 
around objectivity and truth, neutrality and fact, responsibility and 
preserving social bonds.

�us, peace journalism practice provides a platform for interaction 
between parties in con�ict, especially when there are no other means of 
communication. Subsequently, it creates the avenue for exploring areas of 
convergence between the parties in terms of overlapping interests and 
needs. �is helps them create the needed recipe for the negotiating table as 
parties draw from the neutral and objective reportage of con�ict scenarios 
(Ahlsen 2013; Tumber, 2009). Beyond the print media, peace efforts are 
complemented by radio talk shows, television discussion programmes, 
round tables (Tumber, 2009) panel discussions, town hall meetings and 
opinion polls, at times happening in realtime where the society's moral 
public engage to �nd sustainable solutions to con�icts. In spite of its 
numerous advantages, critics of the problem-solving approach to con�ict 
reportage hold that it may possibly hinder the traditional value of 
objectivity in reportage. �e major reason adduced for this is that 
journalists could be caged into reporting in favour of transformative 
approaches, which some scholars refer to as naïve realism (Sreedharan, 
2013). However, Lynch (2006) advocated for the critical realist approach 
that detaches the media from the news it projects. Such an approach helps 
in presenting the public with objective facts that allows them to make 
informed and independent choices. �e future of peace journalism is thus 
a non-commercialised media with objective reportage (Ahlsen, 2013) that 
allows for a critical evaluation of facts subject to the independent 
interpretation of the audience. Such a reportage embraces a holistic 
approach to documenting and projecting con�icts by considering their 
processes and contexts beyond just given de�nitive answer to the 'why' 
question (McGoldrick, 2006).

Within the Nigerian context, the media has come under continuous 
attacks of bearing fake news and hate speeches, especially by the 
incumbent government that perceives it as trying to undermine its efforts 
at creating stability in the country. With the challenge of the Boko Haram 
insurgency in the Northeast, the Biafra Agitations in the Southeast, the 
Niger Delta militancy in the South South; not least are the nationwide 
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challenges of farmer-herder con�icts, banditry and proliferation of militia 
groups, the Nigerian media is faced with the daunting task of utilizing 
information to broker peace. Central to these different con�icts is the 
adoption of ethnic and religious identities to interpret con�ict contexts as 
actors strive to mobilize support for often personalized gains. �e North 
Central region particularly provides a suitable context for the 
manipulation of these two identities, with its myriads of ethnicities often 
subsumed under the Christian and Muslim identities. �is study is thus 
focused on critically examining how the print media in this part of the 
country report ethnic-based con�icts within the national context, with 
particular focus on the violence surrounding the death of the security 
personnel in Nasarawa State. �e study extracts stories ranging from cover 
page headlines, news items, opinion polls, memoranda, advertorials and 
images in one national daily newspaper Daily Trust (DT)² and a 
community-based monthly newspaper Eggonnews(EN). �e papers were 
purposively selected because of the proximity of their reporting bases in 
La�a to the con�ict scene, the detailed coverage of the crises and variance 
in perspectives. For instance, while the Eggonnews comes across as an 
Eggon perspective of the con�ict in which there was a pro�ling/labelling 
of the Fulani (as mercenaries and members of the militia), the Daily Trust 
gives the alternative perspective of the government wherein the Eggon 
group, Ombatse, were re�ected as violent cultists and militia. �e study 
explored how thematic considerations of politics, power, security, 
governance, militia, cultism, ethnicity, gender and identity were adopted in 
portraying the con�ict. �e study contends that there was a blend of 
sensationalism and peace journalism in the reportage on both sides, and 
that investigative journalism remains fundamental in ensuring con�ict 
sensitivity through peace journalism. �us, neutral yet holistic reportage 
involving a detailed contextual analysis of con�ict scenarios would aid in 
brokering and restoring sustainable peace.

Daily Trust and Eggonnews Reportage of the Ombatse Crises

Labelling
Journalists engage in media reportage of crises situation either voluntarily, 
through orders (from governments or institutions) or by being caught up 
in a con�ict context (Nohrstedt, 2009). As such, they are often part of the 

² For the purpose of the study, the acronym DT is used generically for the different editions of 
the Daily Trust, Weekly Trust and Sunday Trust which are variations of the same Newspaper.
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con�ict experience and this could in�uence their reporting content 
through emotive considerations as applicable to the use of sensational 
words in capturing con�ict scenarios (Ahlsen, 2013, White, 2008). A 
con�ict sensitive journalist is thus conscious of a lexical sensitive approach 
to creating textual narratives. �is is because meanings of names and labels 
of entities used by the media are determinant factors of audience 
perception of the con�ict parties being described (Hallgren, 2012). One of 
the dangers of biased name calling  is that the labelling of con�ict actors 
may oversimplify the core issues and thus complicate the con�ict 
management process (du Toit, 2014). 

�e involvement of the EN and DT newspapers in reporting the 
Nasarawa State con�ict was within two different contexts. While the 
former is a community-based newspaper with its head office in La�a 
town, the latter has only a branch in La�a as it is headquartered in the 
Federal Capital Territory. Consequently, with the personal involvement of 
the publisher and editor of the EN, there are elaborate headlines (at times 
enhanced with the use of colour) and more detailed historical accounts of 
the con�ict scenario in answering 'the why' question. Nonetheless, this 
was dominated by a pro-Eggon group narrative of the con�ict, re�ecting a 
dominant view of one of the major actors in the con�ict. �is �ts into the 
traditional reporting mechanism of the paper regarding ethnic related 
issues in the state before the 2013 attacks under consideration. On the 
other hand, while reports on the violence did not get published on its cover 
page until two days after the attacks between May 9 - 11, 2013, with more 
attention on the incessant Boko Haram attacks in Northeast Nigeria 
during this period, most reports on the Nasarawa State crises in the DT 
were among other news stories. However, the initial publication of the 
story contextualized the crises as a continuation of previous ones between 
the Ombatse and security operatives in Alogani and Agyragu (DT, May 9, 
2013).�e diverse interests in this reportage is in line with White's (2008) 
position that political (ethnic) and economic interests of employers are 
challenges to the independent reporting, especially with the need to retain 
and expand readership.

Ombatse 'cultists/Militia' vs Fulani 'Mercenaries/Militia'
�e reportage of the crises in Nasarawa State contained the pro�ling of 
the two major ethnic-based groups involved, as contained in the headlines 
and news stories. While the Fulani were pro�led as mercenaries and 
militia, the Ombatse were severally referenced as cultists and militia 
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Group. Initial reports in the DT of May 9, 2013 referred to the members 
of the group as 'Ombatse worshippers', and explained the Ombatse as a 
spiritual group inherited from the Eggon forebears,  in a story which also 
reported the Nasarawa's State governor's visit to the vice-president on 
security related issues in his state. �erein, he referred to Mr. Lega Agu 
(Baba Lakyo), who was the subject of an attempted arrest by the slain 
security personnel, as the 'cult leader.' �is proximately explains the 
subsequent adoption of the label of the group as cult and ethnic militia by 
the newspaper. Such references included 'a member of the Ombatse cult 
group' (DT, May 10, 2013), Nasarawa killings: How Police Insiders 
Tipped off Cultists (DT, May 11, 2013), Nasarawa Cultists Still Detain 
Policemen – IGP (DT, May 12, 2013), Ombatse: Pro�le of a Deadly cult 
group (DT, May 18, 2013) 2 Months On, More Questions over Ombatse 
Massacre (DT, June 22, 2013) Nasarawa Cult Killings: Parents of Slain 
SSS Men demand Justice (DT, July 30, 2013). References to the group as a 
militia was made severally in news stories between May 12, 2013 and 
September 20, 2013, appearing no less than 21 times in reported speeches 
of the governor, security operatives, concerned citizens as well as in 
writings of DT reporters. 

�e EN, in its own stead, projected the Fulani as uncivilized insurgents, 
impoverished, depraved of modern education and in dissonance with 'the 
realities of the times' (EN, Sept. 2012; Feb. 18 – Mar.17, 2013). �e group 
was also portrayed as a 'mercenary Fulani militia' (EN, Feb. 18 – Mar.17, 
2013). A particular inside story was headlined 'Court discharges 28 Fulani 
Mercenaries' in spite of the involvement of the Igbo, Agatu, and Alago in 
the case (EN, Mar. 18 – April 15, 2013: 3). �e pro�ling of the Fulani 
continued beyond this period with subsequent headlines such as 'Beyond 
Clash with Security Operatives – Fulani Palaver', '�e Confession of a 
Captured Fulani Hired Killer'; 'Captured Fulani Insurgent confesses 
being hired to attack Eggon' (EN, Sept. 16 – Oct. 15, 2014). �e DT also 
contained reports in which the Fulani were pro�led in similar light as an 
ethnic militia (DT, Aug. 25, 2013), while both papers contained references 
to both groups as 'blood thirsty militia' (EN, Nov. 16 – Dec. 15, 2014; DT, 
Aug. 22, 2013).

�ere were reports also on the governor's intervention through the setting 
up of a commission named 'Judicial Commission of Inquiry into the 
Recent Killings of Members of the Nigerian Security Forces (Nigeria 
Police and the Department of State Security Services), Destruction and 
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Con�scation of Security Personnel's Operational Vehicles and Weapons 
in Alakyo Village of La�a Local Government Area and Matters 
Connected �erewith' (DT, June 27, 2013; EN, July 16 - Aug. 15, 2013).  
However, reporters of the DT ended up labelling the commission the 
'Ombatse Panel'. �e initial headline on the commission read 'Ex-Kwara 
CJ heads judicial commission into Ombatse Killings' (DT, June 28, 2013), 
but subsequently others included 'Ombatse Commission reaffirms 
Embargo on Security, Government Memos' (DT, July 24, 2013). �is 
presented the Ombatse as the central focus of the investigations of the 
panel, and thus triggered apathy by major stakeholders in the con�ict 
management process. It was not long before the group's sentiments were 
crystalized as Eggon lawyers pulled out of the proceedings of the 
commission on July 31, 2013, with allegations of bias against members of 
the commission (EN, Aug 16 – Sept 15, 2013; DT, Oct. 1, 2013). �is lack 
of acceptance also had adverse effects on the work of the commission, with 
the resurgence of crises between the Eggon and Alago in La�a and Obi 
Local Government Areas. �is eventually led to the disruption of its 
public hearings and the deployment of the Nigerian military to the 
troubled area (EN, Sept. 16 – Oct., 15 2013; DT, Sept 16, 2013). 

Sensationalism 
�e choice and use of words by the media is very crucial to their role of 
reporting con�ict in a sensitive manner. As such, the importance of word 
choices made by editors and journalists to report con�ict related news 
content, cannot be undermined when one considers how words in�uence 
the embrace of non-violent approaches in con�ict contexts (Tumber, 
2009). �e choice of headings for attracting readership is one major 
approach to sensationalism. �is was very noticeable in the reportage of 
DT and EN on the crisis. Some of the sensational headlines adopted 
include: '23 Policemen Killed in Nasarawa Ambush' (DT: May 9, 2013), 
'Nasarawa Cult Violence: Police Death Toll rises to 88' (DT: May 10, 
2013), 'From Wukari, Guma, Agatu, to La�a… Tales from a Bloody Week 
of Senseless Killings' (DT, May 12, 2013), 'Ombatse: Pro�le of a Deadly 
Cult Group' (DT, May 18, 2013). Alongside the choice of words, the EN 
severally accompanied these headlines with the use of red coloured fonts 
and exclamation marks to draw the attention of the reader to these stories. 
Instances of such include 'Questions Trail Release of 28 Mercenaries By 
Court,' 'Oh no, Not Again! When shall this  (Mar 18- April 15, 2013) 
Madness End?' (May 16 – June 15, 2013). 
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Some headlines were also used for the mobilization of sentiments in line 
with one of the identi�ed uses of the media. Suffice to state that the media 
is central as a means of garnering public sentiments and support for parties 
in con�ict. �e advancement in technology has signi�cantly improved the 
embrace and use of digital media with fast paced news spread across 
different spaces in real or minimal time (Nohrstedt, 2009, Sreedharan, 
2013).  Within the international scene for instance, the framing of the 
term 'War on Terror' by the Bush administration in the wake of the 911 
attacks was internalized by the US media, as it became the mantra for US 
military engagement in the Middle East. �e ripple effects of this in the 
international media is extant in the frequency of its use across continents 
to support the activities of independent states and coalitions against terror 
attacks. �is validates the proposition of the media's strategic importance 
in the mobilization of sentiments for political legitimacy (Reese and 
Lewis, 2009). Hence, there is often the struggle for control of the media by 
opposing parties, whereby each devises a media strategy for mobilizing 
support during con�icts (Ahlsen, 2013; White, 2008; Sreedharan, 2013). 
�e in�uence of political actors ranges from determining contents of 
published stories to suspending publication of some other stories which 
may be unfavourable (White, 2008), and in dictatorial climes, outright 
attacks on media houses and journalists. Similarly, during inter-ethnic 
con�icts within nation states, parties in con�ict also create narratives in 
the media to mobilise sentiments among immediate and remote 
stakeholders in the con�ict.

Contextualizing Narratives
�e reportage of the Nasarawa State crises was also utilized for the 
mobilisation of support for the parties in con�ict. Members of the 
Ombatse, for instance, used the media platform to explain the nature and 
mission of the group as counter-narratives to predominant negative public 
narratives. For one, the initial reportage of the crises was geared towards 
the mobilization of sentiments. In making a case against the Ombatse 
within Nigeria's moral public, the DT reported the group's violation of the 
right of association of a police inspector, who was compelled to swear 
allegiance to the deity. It also reported that the visit of the governor to the 
vice president was to mobilize support for securitizing the state 'under 
threats from the Ombatse'. �e stories also re�ected the attack on security 
operatives as a frequent occurrence, thus creating an impression that the 
Ombatse is a violent group (DT, May 9, 2013; May 12, 2013). A particular 
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report headlined 'Ombatse: Pro�le of a Deadly cult group' exempli�ed 
how the Eggon had come to be stereotyped as a violent group; so much so 
that some inter-ethnic marriages involving its members were called off 
(DT, May 18, 2013). �e Fulani, through the Miyetti Allah Cattle 
Breeders Association of Nigeria (MACBAN), also tried to mobilize 
sentiments by maintaining they were under attacks from the Eggon 
Group (DT, May 22, 2013). A DT news editorial also captured the 
Ombatse as an ethnic militia which was terrorizing Nasarawa State and 
had put the country in deep shock (DT, June 25, 2013).

Likewise, the Eggon and Ombatse used the press to explain the 
complexities of overlapping identities in terms of the group's membership, 
as well as the assailants of the security operatives.  Some members, 
including Mr. Lega Agu, maintained that all Eggon are harmless 
members of the Ombatse, a cultural cleansing prayer group (EN, May 16-
June 15, 2013; Aug. 16 – Sept. 15, 2013). According to the Chairman of 
the group's executive, Mr. Haruna, 'Ombatse simply means, time is up, 
time has come, time has reached. Our forefathers practiced some 
traditions that maintained some form of purity and sanctity in the 
society… We are not thugs, we are not a militia group, we are not a terrorist 
group, and we are not mischief makers. We are peace loving people… is 
Ombatse not Eggon? It is Eggon…Ombatse is just a mere name (EN, 
Nov. 8 – Dec. 15, 2012: 4). While the Eggon Community Development 
Association (ECDA) Chairman, Mr Chris Mamman, maintained that 
'miscreants,' impersonating as the Ombatse carried out the attacks on the 
security men (DT, May 9, 2013), some Eggon maintained that they were 
Ombatse and acted in self-defense, after the security operatives attacked 
their village (DT, May 10, 2013). In all, one of the most in�uential frames 
was the report of the testimony of the legal adviser of the Ombatse to the 
commission, Barr. Zamani Alumaga, who gave an insider perspective of 
the group as a prayer group involving Eggon Christians, Muslims and 
Traditional adherents (DT, Oct. 9, 2013). After his testimony, references 
to the group in the DT were more neutral as labels of 'cultists' and 'militia' 
were discarded for 'Ombatse, an Eggon group', and 'Eggon Group' (DT, 
Nov. 12, 2013). In a move that drew large criticisms from legal 
practitioners and the incumbent president, contrary to the expectations of 
the public, the State Security Services (SSS) forgave the killers of their 
members (DT, May 27-31, 2013). �is press report also in�uenced a 
change in the perception of the group by some members of the Nigerian 
public.
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Beyond the dualistic focus of crises reportage which potentially creates 
antagonism between con�icting parties (see Lynch, 2007; McGoldrick, 
2006), peace journalism creates an equal platform for all stakeholders; 
including government, parties in con�ict, civil society organisations, non-
governmental organizations working in con�ict areas and women. �is is 
important in de-escalating tensions (Ahlsen, 2013; Sreedharan, 2013; 
McGoldrick, 2006) as multiple narratives give the audience the 
opportunity to make informed choices. On the other hand, the media 
representation of partisan interests in con�ict reportage exposes it to the 
risks of being more censored, most especially when its positions are critical 
of the government in power (Tumber, 2009). 

In spite of the fact that the major reporters of the Nasarawa State 
Con�icts, Hir Joseph and Mathew Kuju, have ethnic affiliations in the 
state, there were attempts by both the DT and EN to give multiple 
stakeholders the opportunity to voice out their perspectives on the crises. 
�e May 9, 2013 edition of the DT re�ected reports from the security 
operatives, governor and the Eggon. �ere were also subsequent reports 
with sources from the commission of inquiry (DT, July 24, 2013), legal 
counsel at the commission (DT, Aug. 7, 2013; Oct. 31, 2013), state 
government (DT, Sept. 13, 2013), Fulani (DT, Aug. 14, 2013) and widows 
of slain security operatives (DT, May 12, 2013; Aug. 1-2, 6, 2013; Sept.1, 
2013; Oct. 1, 2013). Apart from the predominant Eggon narratives, the 
EN also featured stories from the Christian Association of Nigeria (CAN) 
(EN, Nov. 16 – Dec 15, 2014), Tiv Community, chairman of the judicial 
commission of inquiry (EN, July 16 - Aug. 15), Fulani (EN, Sept. 16 – Oct. 
15, 2014), Alago Development Association (EN, Oct. 16 – Nov. 15, 2013), 
Nasarawa State Government (EN, Aug 16 – Sept. 15, 2014), and political 
parties namely the All Progressives Congress (APC) and Peoples 
Democratic Party (PDP) (EN, Nov. 16 – Dec. 15). Notwithstanding the 
multiple narratives intent, stories generally tended to create dual 
oppositional narratives that pitched different parties in the con�ict against 
each other. While there were mainly pro government narratives in the DT, 
the EN advocated an Ombatse – Eggon perspective.

�e interactions between the media and society is symbiotic in such a 
manner that, while societal values and contexts in�uence media reportage, 
the media is also active in determining societal values and contexts. �is 
could either be positive (where non-violent peace initiatives are 
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emphasized) or negative (with the spread of hate sentiments and fake 
news). News stories, which contained feedbacks in the newspapers under 
review, re�ected that readers were aligning with the trends of reports in the 
newspapers. For instance, there was a criticism against the ECDA 
president for trying to absolve the Ombatse as not being a cult group (DT, 
May 16, 2013), while another reader wrote that the killings should not be 
used for ethnic pro�ling of the Eggon (DT, May 20, 2013). Similarly, 
readers were largely critical of the SSS for announcing that they had 
forgiven the Ombatse (DT, June 3, 2013) as captured in this extract 'Does 
the man know the-value of life; indeed, does he have the power to forgive 
the Ombatse killer cult, or is he perhaps a member of the cult? Nonsense!' 
(DT, May 29, 2013). �ere were also similarities drawn between the 
Ombatse, Boko Haram and the Movement for the Emancipation of the 
Niger Delta as 'terrorist groups' (DT, June 6, 2013), while deterrent 
measures against 'the rampaging tribal cult' were proposed as readers 
made recommendations for �nding solutions to the crises (DT, June 15, 
2013; July 1, 2013). �e EN, in its own stead, contained featured stories on 
the effectiveness of tradition in bridging the gap by modernity's shortfalls 
in Nigeria's judicial system (EN, Oct., 2012), the marginalization of the 
Eggon who claim they have been under constant attacks from the Fulani, 
Alago, Mighili, Tiv and security opeatives; the likening of the Eggon 
experience to the holocaust and Rwandan genocide (EN, Nov. – Dec 15, 
2012; Sept. 16 – Oct. 15, 2014), rejoinders to the labelling of Ombatse as 'a 
die-hard spiritual group of the Eggon Tribe' in Sunday Trust and a 'militia 
group' in Sunday Tribune (EN, Nov. – Dec 15, 2012), and the call for the 
Eggon to cooperate with other groups to make progress (Sept. 16 – Oct. 
15, 2014). 

�e importance of con�ict reportage in in�uencing decisions around the 
escalation or mitigation of con�icts led to the advocacy for peace 
journalism as previous discussions have shown. However, peace 
journalism has been criticized considering its shortfalls in the retention of 
core journalistic attributes of accuracy, neutrality and responsibility (see 
Sreedharan, 2013). Ross Howard thus proposed con�ict sensitive 
journalism as a step further from peace journalism (du Toit, 2014). In 
developing a curriculum for journalists, Howard contends that 
peacebuilding and the mitigation of violence should inform journalistic 
practice in con�ict situations (Howard, 2009). Suffice to state that this 
entails literacy in contextual analysis of con�icts in answering the probing 
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questions of why, where, when and how as highlighted in the opening 
discussions of this chapter.

Reportage on Women and other Vulnerable Groups 
Scholars of con�ict reporting have observed a gender-based 
discriminatory approach to traditional con�ict reportage. �is is because it 
is often male dominated, as women are con�ned to the background as 
objects of discussion rather than subjects for interviews (Ahlsen, 2013; 
White, 2008).  Similarly, children, the aged, people living with disabilities 
and development workers are often ignored in spite of being strategic 
stakeholders in the contexts and processes of the crises and their 
management. �is is largely because con�ict reportage is, more often than 
not, made from official sources and opinions of power brokers in con�ict. 
Ahlsen (2013) recommended that issues which stigmatize women (such 
as rape, and abortion) be reported with the mind of protecting the 
integrity of the victims and consolidating efforts at combating crimes. 

�e reportage of the Nasarawa State crises by these two newspapers also 
retained women at the periphery of the crises, in spite of the fact that there 
were female members of the Ombatse group. �e only reference to female 
membership emerged in the list of summons by the state government 
which included Mrs Mary Steve Aluku, the Womenfolk Leader of 
Ombatse, La�a East Development Area, among those to appear before 
the judicial commission of inquiry (DT, Sept. 18, 2013).  Women were 
portrayed as propaganda tools by emphasis on their vulnerability in the 
con�ict. An example of this is a cover page headline 'Ombatse: Police freed 
killers of women and children,' which reported the death of Hausa 
women, children and aged during the invasions of Bassa by suspected 
Ombatse members (DT, Aug 2, 2013). Another news story was captioned 
'Ewuga wept over Fulani widows – Witness,' which documented the 
account of a witness on the plight of 66 Fulani women and children, whose 
husbands and fathers were reportedly murdered by the Ombatse, at the 
commission of inquiry (DT, Aug 17, 2013). �e challenges and 
vulnerability of displaced women were also highlighted. �ere was a 
reported cholera outbreak in Namu,³ Qua'an Pan Local Government 

³Namu is a location of a camp of displaced persons from Assakio who �ed during the 
Eggon/Alago clashes in Obi and La�a local government areas.
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Area of Plateau State, which complicated the lives of 'pregnant women' 
and 'nursing mothers striving to survive harsh conditions in a strange land' 
(DT, Nov. 30, 2013: 4).

�ere were more prominent stories written on the wives of the slain 
security operators, whose new status as widows whose vulnerability were 
at times overemphasized. �ese women were reported to have protested 
the mass burial of their husbands (DT, May 12, 2013), received 
condolence visits from prominent individuals (DT, July 8, 2013), 
requested for employment as coping mechanisms (DT, Aug. 1, 2013), 
been denied promised monetary compensation by the Northern 
Governors Forum (DT, Aug. 2, 2013), grieved (DT, Aug. 6, 2013), 
protested injustice to their husbands by 'wailing' and disrupting the 
singing of the national anthem (DT, Oct. 1, 2013), been recipients of 
donations from the Inspector General of police ( DT, Dec, 30, 2013). 

�e EN gave lesser prominence to stories on women who were implicitly 
projected as sexual objects of adultery with the assertion 'you must not go 
after somebody's wife' (EN, Nov. – Dec, 15, 2012);⁴ and alongside children 
and the aged as victims of violence (EN, Feb. 18 – Mar. 17, 2013; Aug. 16 – 
Sept.15, 2013; Nov. 16 – Dec. 15, 2014). �e need for women to engage 
more proactively in peacebuilding processes was emphasized in the report 
of the Peace Summit for women, organized by the First Lady of Nasarawa 
State. Again, the reason adduced for organizing the summit was their 
vulnerability in con�ict contexts. �e same edition of the EN also 
celebrated the feat of the �rst Eggon female pilot, Mary Ombugadu Abye 
(EN, June, 2012). Conclusively, the EN featured an article which 
debunked the legend of a Malian virgin, who is famed as the amazon of the 
Fulani 'mercenaries' (EN, Aug. 16 – Sept.15, 2014). �e foregoing is a 
re�ection of the marginalization of women in the news and their portrayal 
as basically victims in the con�ict.

⁴�e traditional Eggon �ne for adultery was three goats to be paid by the culprits to appease 
the gods. One of the is to be paid by the woman, though she was exempted if a confession is 
made
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Picture of Mary Ombugadu Abye at the Nigerian Aviation School, Zaria
Source: Eggonnews

From the professional point of view, the reportage of the Nasarawa State 
crises by the DT and EN was male dominated, following the dominant 
pattern of journalism in Nigeria. Scholars like Steiner (2009) have 
challenged this gender stereotypes against women journalists often 
restricted to sections on parenting, fashion and homemaking. She 
advocates a change in gender roles based on changing categories and 
overlaps in conceptualizing and characterizing power, gender, race and 
religion in contemporary times. �us, she proposes the use of an objective 
lens for examining women's contributions to journalism as mainstream 
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complements of, rather than as contrasting the roles to, their male 
colleagues. �is aligns with the goal of gender mainstreaming in the media 
as suggested by scholars of con�ict sensitive journalism, whereby an 
exposition of the mutual impacts of con�ict and gender is recommended 
(du Toit, 2014). Accordingly, the restoration of peace processes could 
better be facilitated when women and non affiliated⁵ journalists engage 
more in con�ict reportage (Ahlsen, 2013). 

Visual Propaganda
Con�ict parties are every so often interested in visual materials (videos 
and Photographs) as tools for propaganda. Lynch (2006) maintained that 
war propaganda is an aspect of military power, with examples including 
the Swedish press coverage of 'clinical warfare' of the coalition during the 
1990/91Gulf war, 'Worthy Victims' label of the Kosovo Albanians and the 
indictment of Slobodan Milosevic during the 1999 Kosovo Con�ict,⁶ the 
ethnocentric/raci�ed/ religiously biased reportage of the 911 attacks 
(victims as the we) and the Afghanistan war (victims as them) (Nohrstedt, 
2009; Tumber, 2009).

�e introduction of embedded journalists by the US military in the 
coverage of the war in Iraq was designed to in�uence war correspondents 
in presenting a tailored reportage to the global public (Tuotso, 2008).⁷ 
Herein, there is a controlled access to the frontline, actors and information 
on the processes of engagement (Saliba, and Geltner, 2012).  Lynch 
(2007) compares media propaganda to the principle of association (with 
images) and repetition (for emphasis) used in advertising. �e challenges 
this poses to objectivity in con�ict reportage stem from graphic 
representation of issues such as patriotism, national interests, ethnicism 
and censorship (Sreedharan, 2013). �ese are deployed for mobilising 
support from allies and citizens through the projection of official 
viewpoints of in�uential political leaders (McGoldrick, 2006).

⁵ Within this context, a journalist with no national, religious or ethnic affinity to the con�ict 
context.
⁶ With more attention on the atrocities of the NATO forces, reports became more balanced 
as Kosovo Albanians became portrayed as aggressors and Serbians victimhood was also 
emphasized. �is shift was because of both geographic and cultural factors (Nohrstedt, 
2009).   
⁷  Tuotso (2008) is particularly critical that the embedded journalists have become distractive 
in many aspects especially in terms of shifting the focus from the war stories to their heroics 
as participants in the war.
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�us, visual storytelling⁸ dominates war reportage and is effective in 
creating identities and shaping opinions (Nohrstedt, 2009). It creates 
imagined communities among viewing publics in the construction of 'the 
other', either as virtual trans-national communities or physical national 
communities. �e use of visual images for 'the politics of pity' was a very 
key media strategy endorsed by the late Chief Odumegwu Ojukwu during 
the Biafra war, especially in promoting the claims of genocide and 
starvation of the Igbo. Within the present context of New Media 
technology, it is even easier to spread the propaganda of war and terror by 
uploading content (precisely pictures and videos) on social networking 
sites. �e ISIL terrorist attacks in the Middle East and Europe, Al Qaeda 
attacks in Iraq, the Boko Haram terrorist attacks in North Eastern 
Nigerian, the Ambazonian Crisis in Southern Cameroon and the 
persistent Biafran Secessionist agitations in Nigeria's South East, are all 
engaged in the use of imagery to mobilize, recruit and canvass support for 
their quests (Chouliaraki, 2009). 

Images, especially in the case of terrorists, are similarly used as media of 
spreading fear amongst the populace (Tumber, 2009). �is re�ects the 
complexities of the ethics of media reportage in the age of citizen 
journalism, especially as regards reporting objectively while using new 
media technologies (Tumber, 2009; White, 2008). �e fast spread of 
graphics in the new media partly accounts for the prevalence of war 
journalism over peace journalism (Hallgren, 2012). �ereby exposing the 
limited impact of the traditional role of conventional media in shaping 
public opinion through the multiplicity of sources and across the different 
layers of social interactions (Sreedharan, 2013).

Within the context of this study, there use of imagery was also adopted for 
the mobilisation of support. �is was done by visualising the carnage that 
was wrecked and the adverse effects of the crises on communities. For 
instance, the DT portrayed Nasarawa State as a crises prone area through a 
visual representation on the map. 

⁸ Another genre of graphical war reportage is literary war journalism, which creates mental 
imagery, as practiced by Michael Herr, Hunter �ompson and John Sack. Sack emphasized 
the infusion of subjective narratives within the standards of required objectivity of truth-
telling by presenting the events from a personalized, perhaps emotive, point of view (Saliba 
and Geltner, 2012).
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Source: Daily Trust

In reporting the attacks that led to the death of the security operatives, the 
EN displayed the wreckage of one of the vehicles that was conveying them 
under the headline Oh no, Not Again! When shall this Madness End? (EN, 
May 16 – June 15, 2013)

Source: Eggonnews
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Some other pictures showed the destruction of houses as evidence to re�ect 
the plight of victims in the aftermath of the crises, in an attempt to mobilize 
sentiments from the readers.

Source: Eggonnews

Others showed graphic images of dead bodies of causalties of the crises in 
Nasarawa State:   

Source: Eggonnews
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In another light, the advancement in technology has made it possible for 
images to be manipulated through the use of photo-editing applications. 
�is portends a great challenge to photo-journalism, especially as images 
can be manipulated and used to promote fake news, in spite of the 
journalist's intentions (White, 2008). A similar scenario played out in the 
EN where the picture of a Malian virgin that was in circulation on social 
media was faulted as predating the occurrence of the crises in Nasarawa. 
�is was used to challenge the authenticity of the story surrounding the 
virgin, who was famed to be impenetrable to bullets and machetes. 

Source: Eggonnews

Press Freedom and Media Reporting in Con�ict Contexts
�e struggle for press freedom dates back to ancient societies across 
different contexts such as Egypt, Greece, India and China, which were 
always in need of accurate information. Information was disseminated 
through memoirs of heroes like Cesar, travellers' tales and scienti�c 
observations (White, 2008). Nonetheless, the political and religious 
hegemonic attacks on Galileo whose observation of the heavenly bodies 
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challenged the dogma of the �at shape of the earth re�ect the challenge of 
free information �ow at the time (White, 2008). In more recent times, 
Multiplicity of sources through the creation of alternative media outlets 
triggers the globalisation of victimhood, beyond a one-sided notion of 
'Worthy Victims'  restricted to some particular stock as projected by some 
western media during war reportage (Nohrstedt, 2009). �e propaganda 
of war has often times turned journalists reporting in favour of an enemy 
to targets of attacks by the affected party (Nohrstedt, 2009; Tumber, 2009). 
While the political murder of certain in�uential journalists such as Jamaal 
Kashoogi and Jan Kuciak could draw the world's attention, White (2008) 
argues that about 95% of the murder against journalists are undetected, 
especially in war situations. �e United Nations in response to this plight 
condemned the attacks on journalists and emphasized the need to treat 
journalists as civilians in war situations. According to Resolution 1738 of 
the United Nations Security Council passed on 23 December, 2006:

… Journalists, media professionals and associated 
personnel engaged in dangerous professional missions in 
areas of armed con�ict shall be considered as civilians and 
shall be respected and protected as such, provided that 
they take no action adversely affecting their status as 
civilians. �is is without prejudice to the right of war 
correspondents accredited to the armed forces to the 
status of prisoners of war provided for in article 4.A.4 of 
the �ird Geneva Convention
       
(RwD, 2010)

One major challenge to press freedom are state legislations restricting the 
reportage of certain news stories. An example is the taboo declared on 
corruption stories in China (White, 2008). A country like Nigeria would 
have been credited for the passage of the Freedom of Information Bill, the 
attempt by the Nigerian Senate to clamp down of netizens, with particular 
reference to the Sahara Reporters media out�t by Senator Dino Melaye, 
gives credence to the challenges of objective reportage by political actors 
within democracies.⁹

⁹ See Anti-Social Media bill: What are the Senators hiding? �isdayLive. Saturday, 
December 12, 2015. Retrieved from http://www.thisdaylive.com/ articles/anti-social-
media-bill-what-are-the-senators-hiding-/227773/
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Reporters without Borders (RwB) in its 2010 edition of the HandBook for 
Journalists observed the global endangerment of the press, where about 
170 journalists were reported imprisoned for dissenting opinions, and 800 
others killed on duty without consequences for 90% of their killers. In line 
with this, about 100 netizens were reported imprisoned for their opinions 
(RwB, 2009: 4). In its annual analysis published on December 19, 2018, 
the Committee to Protect Journalists stated that no less than 53 journalists 
were involved in work-related murders during the year. �is was the 
highest �gure in three years. �e attacks on journalists adversely affects the 
traditional role of the media in democracies since the 18th Century 
political revolutions, especially with the struggle for press freedom and 
circulation of information (Barnhurst and Nerone, 2009). �is role in 
post-colonial contexts has ensured the involvement of journalists in social 
engineering and con�ict management (McGoldrick, 2006). In response to 
the challenges to con�ict reportage, Reporters without Borders developed 
eight principles to guide the conduct of journalists in the Charter for the 
Safety of Journalists Working in War Zones or Dangerous Areas. �ese 
principles include Commitment (to the safety of journalists by individuals 
and organizations), Freewill, Experience, Preparation, Equipment, 
Insurance, Psychological Counseling, and Legal Protection (RwB, 2010: 
14-16). 

Since the emergence of  the printing press (out of religious controversy 
and commerce) in Western Europe at the beginning of the 17th Century 
( , nations have always emphasized the need Barnhurst and Nerone, 2009)
to utilize press freedom with a sense of responsibility. An instance of this is 
Article 11 of the 1789 Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen 
which stipulated that: 

�e free communication of ideas and opinions is one of the 
most precious of the rights of man. Every citizen may, 
accordingly, speak, write, and print with freedom, but shall 
be responsible for such abuses of this freedom as shall be 
de�ned by law.

    
(see White, 2008: 21)

�e US followed this article with the Bill of Rights in the same year while 
the English Parliamentarian, Edmund Burke gave the label to the press as 
the 4th Estate of the Realm (White, 2008) in emphasizing its role within 
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democratic governance. Nigeria passed the freedom of information bill on 
the 28th of May, 2011, which has since been subjected to criticisms based 
on the nebulous exceptions in Sections 14-17 and the ridiculous �ne of 
N500, 000.00 for defaulting organizations (FGN, 2011). In spite of this, 
the bill is important in guaranteeing access to information and the 
Nigerian media, which championed the passage of the bill, have a platform 
for accessing information to enhance objective contextual analyses in its 
reportage of national issues, including con�ict situations.

Nigerian journalists have not been immune from work-related attacks and 
this remains a major challenge in reporting con�ict scenarios in the 
country. Within the context of this study, the DT reporter who covered the 
Nasarawa state con�icts had been the subject of attempted murders and 
physical attacks on several occasions. �ere is the widely reported attack 
on April 04, 2011, which �e Vanguard newspaper ¹⁰ captured as a narrow 
escape from gunmen who were attempting to assassinate him, having 
stabbed the security in his home. In a letter to the commissioner of police, 
the state chapter of the Nigerian Union of Journalists reacted to the attack 
as an attempt at clamping down on journalists during the political 
transition phase in the country. �e second attack was reported by 
Premium Times on May 29, 2015, where thugs (wearing T-shirts with the 
campaign slogan of the governor TA'AL) were pictured attacking the 
same journalist, allegedly for writing critical stories about the governor in 
the past.¹¹ �ese attacks re�ect the hazards of reporting objectively in 
crises prone regions, especially within polarized and highly volatile multi-
ethnic/multi-religious contexts.  

Conclusion: Gatekeeping as Fundamental to Media Con�ict 
Sensitivity
�is study explored the role of the media in con�ict contexts within the 
framework of peace and war/con�ict journalism using the case study of 

¹⁰ See Omonobi, K (2011) Daily Trust Reporter escapes gun attack in La�a. Vanguard. 
April 5, 2011. www.vanguardngr.com/2011/04/ daily-trust-reporter-escapes-gun-
attack-in-la�a/   
¹¹ See �ugs Attack Daily Trust Reporter at Gov. Al Makura'sInaguration. Premium 
Times. Friday, May 29, 2015. 'www.premiumtimesng.com/news/more-news/184020- 
thugs-attack-daily-trust-reporter-at-gov-al -makuras-inauguration.html. �is also 
highlights the changing perspectives of alliances as the Eggon, within the context of the 
crises examined in this study, had perceived Mr Hir to be on the side of the governor. 
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the reportage of Nasarawa State crises by the print media. It speci�cally 
examined the interdependence of themes such as security, governance, 
militia, cultism, ethnicity and identity in portraying the con�ict amidst the 
challenge of sensationalism and labelling. Furthermore, the study 
examines how gender, politics, vulnerability and power impact, and are 
impacted, by the media during crises. It speci�cally proposes that labels, 
sensational headlines and visual propaganda are tools which aid the 
mobilisation of support in the media for con�ict actors, against the tenets 
of con�ict sensitive journalism. Finally, the study shows that the media 
coverage of con�ict scenarios is not without its hazards, and these 
in�uence the position and approach of the journalist in documenting the 
con�ict. From the foregoing, the media is tasked with balancing 
objectivity with truth in con�ict situation to enhance peacebuilding 
processes. A major approach in ensuring this balance is managing the 
ethical complexities of its gatekeeping role at the different levels of the 
editor, publisher and organisation, especially when indices like power, 
gender, ethnicity and religion are considered (Mcgoldrick, 2006; 
Shoemaker, Vos and Reese, 2009). 

�e gatekeeping role of the media, thus, ought to tend towards solving 
practical societal problems, most especially when there is con�ict 
(Shoemaker, Vos and Reese, 2009), with journalists serving as bridges 
between parties in con�ict. As harbingers of information dissemination, 
journalists should help facilitate communication among warring parties 
(du Toit, 2014). �is presupposes that they build legitimacy among these 
parties by adopting the objective use of language in con�ict reportage. To 
this end, scholars and practitioners of con�ict sensitive journalism should 
take cognisance of six key components of the news production process 
namely the structural aspects of the media, the situation on site, the 
individual journalist, the political climate, lobbies and the individual 
(Blasi, 2004) to harness the peacebuilding role of the media in a 
sustainable manner.

As it were, there have been concerted efforts by international associations 
such as the International Federation of Journalists (IFJ) to combat bias 
reportage of the media against ethnic groups, race, and religions by giving 
awards and prizes such as the IFJ tolerance Prize to deserving journalists 
(White, 2008). �is proactive gesture encourages journalists to conform to 
the traditional conception of the power of the media to shape public 
opinion through factual information and sound reasoning (Barnhurst and 
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Nerone, 2009). Prototypes of con�ict sensitive reporting efforts by 
journalists have been studied in re-evaluating the US war propaganda in 
Vietnam (Tuotso, 2008), the Iran Nuclear deal (Lynch, 2007) and usage of 
the concept of 'War on Terror' by the Bush administration. Findings 
revealed that the press remains the most reliable alternative (even to 
opposition) in challenging policy frames by incumbent governments 
through accurate public enlightenment (see Reese and Lewis, 2009). 
Con�ict sensitive reporting thus engenders the shift from conformity to 
elitist hegemonic narratives and intents to mainstreaming people directly 
impacted by the con�ict that are often at the margins (Sreedharan, 2013). 
�e Nigerian media thus needs to leverage on con�ict sensitive reporting 
in assuming their central role in the transformation of con�icts within the 
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